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Foreword

"Steady state" was a term unfamiliar to most a few
years ago when it was coined to describe the fore-
casted era of little or no growth in higher education.
Furthermore, few persons wanted to believe it could
happen or to consider its implications. Regardless of
what term we use to describe this period in higher
education's 'future, discussions 'about its conse-
quences and implications will face state policy
makers and educators for the years ahead.

Higher education's dilemma is that a stecidy
state will brim; increased pressures for change, not
for operating on the basis of more of the same.

Southern legislators discussed many of the issues
which will affect this adjustment period when they
met at Point Clear, Alabama; for SREB's 26th
Legislative Work Conference. "Stability and Change:
Postsecondary Education's Future" was the theme
fqr this annual forum for legislators to consider
problems, issues, and potential of higher education.

As background for the discussions, SREB staff
presented its Profile of Higher Education in the
South in 1985, a staff report on one possible picture
of the future of higher education in the South.

"If Not Growth, What?The New Assumptions
in Higher Education':. was discussed by a state

i higher education agency head, a legislator, and as
university presidedt. Kenneth Ashwbrth, of the
Texas. Coordinating Board, questioned whether'

6 higher education would adjust adequately to a new
set of circumstances and saw some of the initial;
changes as stop-gap at hest. Delegate Lucille Maurer
oflgaryland noted the dual problem of facing the
slow or no-growth period ahead while maintaining
the capability of perhaps turning around and
expanding' in the 1990's. Frank Newman of the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island co'ntended that incentives for
change will be the key to adjustment, but that many
of the current incentives encourage the wrong kind's
of actions. * .

The financial decisions in the adjustment period
ahead will be difficult ones for state policy makers.
John D. Millett, Abe Academy for Educational-Devel-
opment, noted that higher' education is a more than.
$4p billion operation in this country, and he detailed
several factors- pertaining to cost objectives, cost
pressures, and cost priorities; Frank Stilmidtlefin, of
the Maryland State Board for Higher Edtication,
commented on numerous financial consequencesof
a period oflimited growth: ,

3,
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The link between education and employment was -
discussed by considering some of the practical
43pects of manpower' supply and demand and
career planning. SREB hag conducted manpower
studies in recent years fcir.the full range of collegi-
ate job opportunifies and many specific employment
areas. E. F. Schietinger; of SREB, 'provided back-
ground on some of the developments that have made
the education employment, issue a prAtical prob-
lem which educators and state' polity makers (re
now . facing. Eva Galamboss of SREB, described

' SREB's work in the manpower area and how it can
be used by students; counselors, and state policy
makers. Anne Seawell, of the University of Georgia,
commented on how college students today are
reaching career decisions: Ibtr

That education in general, and higher education
in particular do not enjoy'the priority prevalent a

',decade ago is oft .repeated, Still, education from
kindergarten through university Eiccounts .for the
largest share, of state spending in most states. The
questions of how education ranks, today as a state
priority and how higher edudetion and elementary-
secondary education relate' were .addressed by
Ralph D. Turlington, Florida Commissioner of Educa-
tion. Cominissioher Turlington, who served for 24
years in the Florida legislature, claimed that educe-
tion remains a state goveciiment's greateit single
responsibility.

Collective, bargaining in higher education re-
mains ,an issue on. which opinions are sharply 'di-.
vided. The sharp division of opinion was underscored
for legislators by Robert Nielsen '.of the American
Federatioh of Teachers and John Silber of Boston
University. Nielsen noted that faculty in the. South
are organizing in large numbers; although-there-is
little interest in bargaining. Silber, who is involved
in a court suit in which he is opposing collective bar-
gaining actions at Boston University, argued that
collective bargaining for faculty is unnecessary and
unwise and reduces a university to something more
closely resembling a factory.

SREB hopes that the discussions at thelLegisla-
tive Work Conference and review of these-published
presentations will bcrhelpful to educators and state
policy makers as they face difficult decisions.

Winfred L. Godwin

. t
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. Highlights of a Profile of Highei Ed cation
in the Sol4th ini.1965

In 'considerine postsetondary education's futire,
the 26th SREB Legislative Work Conference began
with a summary of SREB's recently published,
Profile,of Higher Education in. the South in 1985.
Th,e SREB profile provides one possible picture of
hoW higher edudation might look in tha South in

. 1985. The profile is based on the likely conse-
onences of some of today's more important trends .
and events, and how these might be projected
through 1985. It in only one of many possible pro-
files. Decision - maters can and will influence these
trends by making policies that affect how many ana
what kinds of students will enroll in the future.
Policies are already underway that might eventual-
.ly alter these trends. The profile does not account
for those poSsible changes. Instead, it offers a
future baseline which assumes a continuation of
preAnt trends against which we can gauge how.ef-
fective postsecondary policies will be in attempting
to change future higher education for the better.

4 Figure 2

Percentage Changes in Projected College-Age
Population (18 to 24 year olds) 1975-1985
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Source James R trinPle Fact Book on Higher Education in the South 1975
aand 1976, Southern Regional Education Board 1976
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The profile estimates that in 1985 higher educa-
tion enrollment-willtotal 11 4 million students na-
tionally and 3.1 million in the 14-state SREB region.
Between 1980 and 1985, enrollment is expected to
decrease by 4.1 percent in the nation and by 2.0
percent in the South. It is likely that between 1975

"and 1980, enrollment wjll grow in both the region
and the nation, but nbvertheless there: may. be
feWer students in 1985 than in 1980. Figure 1 traces
how Southern regional enrollment is becoming. .a
larger part of total national enrollment. The figure
depicts a very"- slight enrollment increase between
1975 and 198, of 2.0 percent for the nation and a
comparatively mode'st regional increase of 9.3 per-
cent. These increases are much lowe than the :.88
percent increase' experienced between 1985 and
1975 pationwide..

By far the most influential force affecting
menewill be the smaller growth and even decline in
.some states in the number of 18 to 24 year olds. The
number of people in this traditional college-age
population group is expected to increase by only 3.1
percent in the' South between 1975 and 105. Even
,tlais small increase will be larger than the 0.8
percent increase expected for the nation. Figure 2
shows the varying effects of this demographic
change on Migration patterns

7
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Figure 3

Distribution of College Enrollment by Age;
United States, 1965 and 1975

1965

Sgurca Cl S. Bureau of the Census
No 162 and 294

1975

Current Population Reports Series P-20

make incliVidual state prOjections not as certain as
the total regional and national estimates. The ab-
solute number of 18 -to 24 year olds will decline
froin 1980 to 1985by 5.5 percent in the nation and
3.4 percent in the region. But despii. this decline in
the South, the region will have a slightly larger part
of the nation's 18 to 24 year olds in 1985 than in
1980 or 1975.

To know more specifically what higher edeca-
tion might look like in 1985, it is necessary to
describe nutiagaly how many students will - be
enrolled, but what Ithids of students will enter and
for what. reasons. Perhaps the characteristic that
will have the most influence on higher education as
1985 approaches will be the continuing enrollment
of older students. Figure 3 illustrates the changing
role that different age groups have played in
national enrollment. The oldest age groupthose
25 and olderhas made most of the inroads. At the
same time, most of this increase is reflected in the
decrease in the -18 to 21 year old* enrolled. Some of
the increased enrollment from the oldentertr groups
may be due to the' upward shift expected in the
national age distribution, where the median age of
the population was 28 in 1970, 29 in 1976, but is ex-
pectedto to 33 in 1985. Increased leisure time,
rising .personal income, and higher levels of pre-
vious educational attainment of o more mature
population all point to increased numbers and,
larger, proportions of ordeeciu I

The sex and racial corn. 71* of the projected
enrollment may also be cliff: : In the nation and
the region, ',blacks may be- expected to increase
their share of total enrollment between now and
1985evels more in line with their percentage of
the totER population: Another group expected to
continue to 'increase 'in` enrollment through 1985
will be women,'who have grown as a percentage oft
total Southen enrollment from .1951 (36.5 percent)\
to1961 (39 percent) ansiLto 1971 (41.7 percent), By \
1976, women comprised '47 portent of the total
Souther student popuintion.

The bhanging characteristics of studiiits may

et

c

'1`t

affect iel,Iays in which they enroll. F it 1974 to
1984, non agree related enrollment (or a ollment .

not related lo a bachelor's or higher de: ee) is
expected to increase its share of total.enro :nt in
the South front-10 to 15.5 percent, mainly at the
expense of '.undergraduate and- rust professional
degree enrollinent, which may dkop from 79 percent
in '1974 to 7q percent in 1984; graduate study is ex-
pected to remain relatively constant at about 11
percent. The reasons for these changes are, that
'greater proportions 'of older students, women stu-
dents, students who work full-time and who elect
part-time study ;Rill be enrolling. These has of
students will choose to go to college to upgrade
theii skills for their present occupation or td trans.
fer to another job. Also, more people will enroll for

' avocational and cultural purposes, or life-long
learning. For these DeaCons, the emphasis on the
direct route to the four-year bachelor's degree may

lirtease as skills or avocational intelests become
appropriate for many people. Graduate en-

rollment fray hold at its present level, even though

Figure 4'

Percent of Enrollment by Type and Control .

of Institution, South, 1975 and 1985

Sowces James R Mingle Fact Book on Higher Education in theSoutd 1.975
and 1976 Southern Regional EducationBgard 19.76 protections based cri an
adaptattor1 to the South of trends for The nation estimated by NCtS for the
inshtutional categories in ProteCOons of Education Statistics to 1964 -85 1976

there will be oversupplrett, of many ,advanced
degree-holders. This -may result because .many
bachelor's degree' tnajors lack clout in the job
market unless advanced degrees are held.

The kinds of students who' enroll and the wars
in which they enroll go a long way in 'determining
how different kinds of instituOons may expect to
share the total enrollrbent in. 1985. Figure 4 high-
lights the growing part that public two-Year institu-
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a
tions may be expected to play in total enrollment in
1985: All of the other public and private institutions
may decrease al. a proportion of total enrollment
ovel' the 10 'ear period, especially the private
sector. Since enrollments in 1985 and 1975 are ex-
pected to belapproximEitely the same, we are in
essence talking about actual 'gains and loves .in
enrollment: The .major reasop for the increhe in
two -year college enrollment is that greater propors
lion§ of older students will 'enroll. Over 13 percent !
of students over 25 years old npw spend their first
two years of college in a two-year institution and
this percentage is growing. These colleges tend to
be less expensive, more accessible, and more
related to occupational' interesth; of which are
traits that fit in with the needs of older students.

With enrollments decreasing, especially after
1982, and with some inflation likely to continue, the
financial condition of private institiNns may be
severe. Larger, private, comprehensive, four-year
colleges increasingly may be financially pinched as
teacher education ptograms continue to phase
down because of tie oversupply of elementary and
secondary school teachers. Even the larger, private
universities may expect increased financial diffi-
culty as graduate anrollinent slows through 1982
and declines in absolute numbers after 1982. The
small, private liberal arts institution will be espe-
cially threatened. Because of their smallness, they
may lack the flexibility to adjust budgets to enroll-

.
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8000

7000
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Figure 5

New Faculty Needed in South, 1977-1985
Projected, As Net of Enrollment

and Replacement Demands for Faculty

a

Total,New Faculty Needed

s

1 I I I I 1 I 1 I
1978 1980 1982 1985

1 Based on National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) protections of
full-time-equpealent faculty [Instructor or above; in alt U S higher educa-
tion institutions converted to Squthern regional estimates by applying the

$ South s percenthe of total U S enrollment to the national faculty protections
(27 perceny9771979 27 5 percent"1980-1955)

2 Based on applying a replacement rate of 4 5 percent to total fulartime-
equivalent faculty in prattVrOuS year. Converted to Southern regional figure
by applying the reeth'n s percentage of national enrollment to total faculty

6

men fluctuations and new program demands. -
cause of their more rural locations and liberal sift
'emphases, they may not be able to attract the n t w
population of older; career-oriented students w o
could balante the expected decrease in traditional

. college-age students. t
. With enrollment expected to decline through
1985', fewer new faculty will be needed if student-
faculty rtyplacement ratios remain the same. With
enrollments declining in total numbers after 1982,
fewer faculty will be needed. Some new faculty will
continue to be hired, as the reductibn of faculty due
to enrollment loss should-not-ethatnumber of
faculty*who leave acadclafe and must be replaced.
Btit even assuming a relatively high replacement
rate, higher than,-that tiff the_ 1960's, fewer, than
5,000 new faculty would be needed each Oar from
1982 to '1985 in the Southt This contrasts' with an-
nual demands for about 9,900 new facultvfiom
1972 to 1982, and 9,000 new faculty n4111196 to
1972. These enrollment driven and faculty replacp-
ment factors, along with thaprospect that legisla-
tures will continue to press, kr higher and more
economical student-faculty ratios, and the shifting
of students to community colleges, where larger
teaching loads and subsequent higher student-
faculty ratios already exist, mail combine to de-
crease the demand for new faculty. New Ph.D.'s
will be affected particularly by the lowered de-
mand for new faculty since histcitically only 44 to
50 percent of the total new faculty hired ye held
the doctorate. Tile would cut the Tema 1, for new
faculty with Ph.D.'s to fewer than 2,' e I : nnually by
1985. These prospects will be of par . ar concern
to those graduate prograrqs which train Ph.D.'s
normally headed for faculty positions.

In summary,' some of the highlights of the 105
profile of Southern 'higher education are that:

t The growth of total enrollment will slow and
then decline through 1985;

t Totalenrollment will decline in absolute gnu
bets between 1980 and.1985;

t Non-degree enrollment will increase/ and
bachelor's degree-oriented enrollment "Will de-
crease as a proportion of totaLenrollment;

t Women and blacks may be expected to in-
crease a's a share of total enrollment; '

t Relatively more students will be older than 21,
will enroll part-time, and will seek career-
related syt

t Public t o-year colleges will continue tcrin:
crease their proportional 'share of total en-
rollment:

t Universities and private institutions will have
their shares reduced:

It Private` higher, education may experience in-
creased financial'difficulties;

t The demand, for new faculty will-fdecrealcin
absolute terms..
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New As.suniptions in Hi her:

"Schools are Sorrowing
against a very uncertain
future in order to
sustain a past that does
not fit the present."

Kenneth H. Ashworth

66 ...we are vking
higher eduoalion to
adjust rapidly to
changes of direction,
not just a change of
pace."

Delegate Lucille_Maurer

66

Three Views

...the incentives for -

change ...within
-institution& "of higher
education. . are largely
all wrong."

Frank Newman

View from State Higher Education 'Agency

Kenneth A. Ashworth*

I came to you obviously"as a pessimist. I think
. George Burn's definition of a pessimist hag always

been the one I likehe says a pessimist is person
who feels bad when he feels good because he wor-
ries he's going to feel worse when he feels better.
Another definition of a pessimist is one who's lived
all his life around optimists feel sometimes that's
where we are in higher education.

Animals are constantly evaluating the external
world in which they live and adjusting to it. To re-
act to the cold they grew fur, eat more food, or
become re active. To react to heat they molt,
slow do , 'eat less, and sit in the shade. They also

. make accommodations to long-term changes through
evolutio

OrginizEitiOns must adjust to the external world
as well. To do this they must have information
about the real world. If the information is faulty or
filtered or igmpred or deficient, the organization
loses touch with reality and the external world.
Such an organization will not 'change or evolve to

..'fit the new situation, and. consequently in time it
;swill die.

Obviously I am talking about institutions of
higher education. But some presidents and dean4
and faculty say the information is not clear enough
yet to require them to change from the approaches
that have been successful for them in the past They

I seem in my judgment to be guided by First Cohn-
., thians, which says, "If the trumpet give an tip-,

certain sound, who then shall prepare flimself for
battle?"

My responselo that is; there is now a chorus of

trumpets, all in tune, playing in close harmony. and
you'd have to be deaf or. indifferent not to be hear-
ing those trumpets.

Lhope our colleges and universities are not the
walls of Jericho, -because we could 1311 benefit from
looking at the trumpet score. Part of it you heard
played earlier on- the finalysis of 'demographic
changes in the South. Let's look more specifically at
the information the scientists have generated about
their fields.

There will be 15 percent fewer students in
science and engineering in 1985 than 1970. The
physical sciences will be down by 55 percent. This,
in turn, will lead to a decline in numbers of faculty
'positions required, obviously. The ratio of young
doctorates ,holding tenured positions has already
dropped from 42 percent in 1968 to 27 percent in
,1975. Also, a larger percentage of positions will be
held by tenured faculty, and retirement age is 70 in
many schools. In chemical engineering 81 percent
of the faculty is tenured; in physits, 78 percent; in
all science and engineering it is 70 percent. That
does not even address the more critical issue of
what percentage, of the salaries go to tenured
positions.

Will such a situation result in our losing the
torchbearers in our pcientific fields; those who will
carry on'the advancement of scieatific discoveries?
That worries many of our scientists.

But our concerns about slowing, growth rateb
cannot be limited to higher education. We need tt
look at what businessmen are saying. Louis ,Lund-
borg, former chairman of the board of the Bank of

Dr. Ashworth is commissioner of the Coordinating fhigrd of the'Texas College and University System.
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America, is looking realistically at o exttrnal.
world. These are some of the things sees: I

1. An era.of restrained indu: growth;
Z. Thp throw-away econ y has been a short-

!teem successand lo -tangs mistake:
hence will become. socially03i Repair and ma

acceptable;
4. Gro n.sse p will give way tu o other meas-

ures u econ c value for investments;
5. Multinational corporations will become an

even more potent force in the world;
6. Jobs in industry will shrink, and shifts to ser-

vice industries, will occur*
7. The dislocations will be painful and resisted;
8. Cultural and recreational pursuits will dig

place investment in material goods. Lundborg
said, "Most of what we produce is no more
essential to survival than is backpacking,'
bird-watching, or playing the piano," and, I
would add, or the cultured mind.

Other businesmen say we are moving at top
speed to a national catastrophe. Paul Samuelson
says President Carter's task on an energy policy is
much like that of Mosevelt in thp late Thirties on
Europe and Japan. Most Americans knew involve-
;lent in World War II was inevitable, but we had to
be brought to the recognition sto*ly. President
Carter faces much th'e same problem. Most of us
know that drastic changes in energy consumption
are unavoidable, but we want' to come to it gently
without any abrupt change. We live in an unusual-
time in the history of man. Around 1900 we devised
a vehicle to burn petroleum, a black, .smelly sub-
stance of limited use,.until then. Around .the ,year
2000, we will have used up in 100 years of man's
life on this earthalmost all of the petroleum
which was deposited over tens of millions of years.
We have lived in man'ecgreateit period of profliga-

"Some of the changes . . are
questionable' . . stop-gap, at
best and self-destructive at
worst."

cy. Now time is running out, and the energy prob-
lem will have no less impact on colleges than any
other segment of society.

With everything costing more and monitty flow-
ing out of the country to buy the oil and gas we
need to run our economy, a slowdown in our
growth and changes in life style are inevitable.

.Kenneth Boulding, an economist, in writing on
growth 'behavior said this: "When an ogen system
is,threatened, either by the absence of iztuts or the
inability to get rid of outputs, it indulges in at least

8
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scanning or seeking behavior in the 'endeavor to
find a new environment in which it can survive."'

That may be complex language, Imit it fits higher
education:' we can't get rid of all-our outputs. That
is, grahuates in son? fields can't end jobs, and the

Kengeth H Ashworth

pipelines are full 'of more of the same coming out.
We have, an absence of inputs. That is, students
are becoming scarce.

Consequently, somebody better be exercising
some scanning and peeking behaviors' in order to
survive. .

Some of the changes in behavior taking place.
are questionable anti, I think, stop-gap at best and
self-destructive at worst. Schools are lowering ad-
missiops standards to find' ew clientele. Then they
have to' inflate grades and drop performance
standards to keep the students in school, New
entrepreneurial chkrlatans have -found asinarket
fok selling degrees under the guise of innovation. If
st-Ments can't be enticed to4the ca6puses, .schools
take the courses to 'them. Eurekathe portable
university! And the more schools involved, the
fewer are the critics. When everybody becomes de-
pendent on the same procedures, who is without
sin to cast the first stone? Anethe few critics are
shouted downAlte- traditionalists and elitists, which
are becoming as reprehensible in higher education
as right wing revisionists in Russia. My response is
that it's.hard to get a man to understand something
when his salary is dependent on his not under-
standing it.

Kenneth Boulding also says we have been on a
steady growth curve for hundreds of years in the
Western world except for the short setback of the
Blabk Plague. Evidrin the midst of wars we hallo
grown, sometimes taster than when at peace. The

4growth was sharply accelerated by the industrial
revolution during the past 100 years. Now, perhaps
for the One time in centuries, we face no growth as
we co root resources and the inescapable
necessity to share an4 distribute them. The point
economists are making is that even if we could out-
bid the rest of the world for energy and other re-
sources in order to continue on our ,present path,

d
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all we, would do is de Troy the international.com-
.

munity, and us with We are going to have to
share more in order to survive, at some sacrifice to
our own standard of living and-rate.of growth.
A Now, what do any of us do in a.na-growth situa-
tion? Who knows? No one has' experienced it
except perhaps the shipbuilding industry in,England
at one time and the, railroads in' the United States.
Bud on a world-wide bas11,Z Nobody, kriowt.

ow abbut higher edikatiOn; how: do we re-
spo d? It seems one knee-jerk response is to build
anther building or introduce another degree pro-
gram particularly at the-doctoral levelbecause
that's what helped us with our problems in the last
decad9 -.

Schools are borrowing against a very uncertain
future in order to sustain -a past that does not fit
the present. Disaster looms as a consequence, and
major universities which have touted themselves as
critics of society, the prognosticators of the next
.century; the seers of all good and bad and truth
and beauty, turn their eyes away in horror from
the steps that mist be taken to ensure their own
survival. Highet education, ought to be ;helping
other Institutions' adjust to no growth and the
changes reeuired, but many colleges sown incapa-
ble of lielg themselves.

I predibt things are gbing to get very bad in
some locations Land in some types of schools. To
quote Boulding again, he said once! "The best form
of loyalty to a hopelessly insolvent organiiation is
to bankrupt it as soon as possible so that it may be
reorganized into a viable form."

'

We 1,411, in my ju'dgment, see, some legislatort
forced into some mercy killings. of some schools or
at least a system of triage, that is the sorting of
those wounded in hattle to save those wounded
least at the price of those mortally struck. Or at
least We will see the tubes and plugs pulled as we
efiscontinue "heroics" to ksep the hopelessly/ ill"heroics"

I know this is -cruel ied depressing, but my
major was ecobomics. the dismal science. I try to
live up to the expectations of my faculty. Also, I be-
lieve that if you expect the worst you're never dis-
appointed -;and expecting .4 worst makes you
work harder. 1`,

It's not in the Bible and I can't find it in
Alexander Pope either, brill I know there is some-
where a statement that says, "Blessed is he who
administers in a period of growth. Persecuted is he
who administers in a period of no growth. But
damned is he who must administer during, that
transition period from growth to .no growth." Per-
haps with this talk, you'll linderstand why in Texas
I'm sometimes labeled as the black crepe com-
missioner.

I evarit torclose with the greatesf misstatement I
know. McGeorge Bundy is reported, to have said
about administration at Harvard, "Only at the edge
of growth win there room for administrative
initiatjve,." I

I believe at the edge of no growth we face the
greatest nossibilities and the great st needs for ad-
ministrative hflpative higher eduction has ever
'faced.

View from the Legislature

Delegate Lucille Maurer*

In contrast to Commissioner Ashworth, I am a mod-
erate optimist about the outlook for higher edu-
cation. .

I believe higher education will, in time, itrespod
to changing 9onditions more realistically and more
coherently than has been evidenced to datenot
because the institutions will change their abits of
operation primakly of their own accord; rather,
these changes will come as a consequence-of state-
wide planning and coordination, and as a *suit .0f
redesigned public policies reflecting adjustments to
the needs of the decade ahead.

It simply isn't in tip realm of reason to expect
large institutions, any more than large ships, to be
able to make a '90 or 180 degree turn on short
order. After all, we are asking higher education to

aidj us t rapidly to changes of direction, not just a
6hange of pace. We are asking for this chanit of
course at the same time the institutions are coping
with the impact'of spiraling costsiwith increased
resistance by taxpayers to heavier tax burdens,
with student resistance to increased tuitions,'and
with faculties seeking higher salaries.

Fortunately, most states have put in place at
least the structure to undertake statewide planding,
and coordination. Porecasts of changing conditions
are available; recommendations in response to
those changes are being made. Adjusting public
policy in a responsible way and implementing those
policies are what we as legislators must weigh and
undertake:

Before I turn to some of the issues and options

*Delegate Maurer is a member of the M'aryland House of Delegates and chairs the Educttion Subcommittee of the House
Ways and Means Committee -
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, in higher edupation, I want to make two observa-
tions about our miricIrset a4 we proceed to make
those policy decisions. The first is the importance
of thinking about more distarp concerns as well as
focusing on the immediateor near-term ones. While
we have been looking at trends through 1985, in-,
chiding the drop in the bihrate. the potential for
;declining 'enrollments, and the high proportion of
tenured faculty. to name a few, we must also bear
in mind that about the year 2000 and the decade
thereafter, the grandchila'ren of the post-way babies
will be of college age, the tenured faculty will be
retiring, end many buildings willbe 40 or 50 years
oldthus setting the stage for another cycle of
growth and replacement. My point is that while it is
reassuring that happy days can be seen distantly in
the future, and while we must of course adjust, to
the immediate problems, the fact is that how we re-
solve current problems may deeply affect the capa-
bilities ofhighar education to deal With future
probleens. .Therefore, policies designed. to meet
present trends must be analyzed for, possible nega-
tive implications further down the road. Will there
be a source of new faculty members? Will the insti-
tutions have to take on a, large number of young
faculty all at once? These are just some questions
which should be considered'for the longer tem.
After all, our concern is that b,igher education
thrive in the future as well'as,survive now.

This leads me to my second'observationKvhich
is keeping our faith in the importance of higher 'ed--
ucattn. Higher education has 'something of a tar-
nished .image tight now. Some people say the indi-

--vidual's investment in higher education isn't paying
back the dividends it should, tr that we are over-
educating our population. Yes, there are changes in
employment patterns and yes, there are going to,be
changes in relative cost/benefits, but despite these
trends, the fact is that the human capital created
through -learning is the source of much of the..
strengtti of this nation. Thus, the limits of our re-
sources to support higher education in the light of
increasea needs in health, transportation and other
fields, should not limit our faith in the importance
of higher education. Rather it should spur us to
maintain programs-of_quality, to provide more c-
cess to higher education and'to find more efficient
alternatives to some of the ways in which educa-
tion services are delivered.

. .., Having commented on the national interest in a
continuing commitme higher education, let me
turn to some 'of the federal policies end national
issues which, will have a major. bearing on the
general conditions under whiCh Public policies will
be developed athe state level. Hopefully, as legis-
latures and es regional bodies, our views will be
factored in at early stages of federal policy (level-
opment so that we will help shape those policies in-
stead of merely reacting to them. .

First, little discussion has yet occurred at the
. /
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state level about the implication§ for higher educe -.
tion of the shift to,the volunteer armed services. It
appears the recruitment incentive offered the vol-
unteer .is education. We are this talkingapout ed-
ucation offered to young people while they arp in
the serviCe, at a time when they are frequently
moved from- base to base. This is at vast change
from a veterans' bonus approach with education
offered to a civilian who moves to or near a campus
and can complete the educational program at the
institution of choice.

I'he magnitude of th4s change ia important, to
consider. The Department of befense.estimates that

6 6 ...policies deSigned to -meet
present trends. mast be ana-
lyzed for, possible negative
implicationo. further crown the
road."

I

as many as 30 *percent of the male? high school
graduates will have to be attracted into the armed
services if a volunteg program is to succeed. One

' can look at that in two ways. 'Ara the volUnteers
some of the clitntele who are expected to enroll in

, our state institutions, or are these young people
who truly never have planned to continue their
education? Is this a drain ,on forecasted enrollment
or a new clientele for higher education? Probably
some 9f both.

How can stateWide planning, agencies and in-
sti#utions anticipate these potential changes? How
can regular communication be established'?"

It is a vexing problem especially because we
have no structure for the _base -commandersthe
individuals who generally make the decisions about
education programming on their, basesto be in
regular 'communication with the state agency staff
and with institutional leaders. Without regularized
communicationvand without a state interest ill the
problems of the military, it is not at altunusual for
distant institutions to offer education programs on
a base rather than, institutions from the state in
which the base is located. As on-base education
rfrogreins incootase in size and- scope, the potential
imp/a on state plans also increases. In this con-
nection a task force established by the Education
Commission of the States in cooperation with the
Serviceman's Opportunity College recently recom-
mended the establishment of a Council at the
national' level to encourage and formalize commu-
nication between the military and civilian higher
education authorities. A similar pattern of commu-
nications wastilso recommended for each state.

I have efplored the armed services issue be-
cause it is o rarely mentioned in discussions about
new ass ptions ffi higher educteltion. Now I want

i
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to turn to othet.' harden of .6orrcezn iitl.,the federal . with a TIAA contract for its faculty, was caught in
.level. TheseincltiEps student aid;:the imphact of rules the middle. Thus, the interface between higher
and regulation sired conflicting front the, . education and the federal government is ever more

- .
federal agencies. ---, complex. . .

With respect ,tp student-eiste,tkere been' a While continuing to mention forces'at work
proposal &eliminate. the direct-student loan pro- shapia the , world of higher educatioft, If should
gram and to Shift federal funding.inte a guaranteed mention changes at accreditation, a voluntary pro-

4 student loan program: The proposal is to lte gi'ven cess to assure prowl-ism quality. "Can .higher edu-'
. further study. I suggest that we at the site lev,e1 .cation regulate itself in toda'Y's complex world?." is
need to. consider the impact such a change *mild
have on the availability, of loan i for students in our
respective states. While there is real concesn, ebut
the extent of 'payment. faikeres in the direct lean
program, there is also deep' concern that, the
federal guarantee on -loans from banks /ails to
produce loans for many worthy applicant.

Another aspect of the student aid question is
the level\ of the ceiling on,the amount otkihd alfowed
per student. Even more controversial' e level of '
/cattily income at which eligibility iMlit off.

I keep hearing from families whb mil struggling"
to maintain two or three children in cdllege at the
same 'ante despite what would appear to be a
relatively high nintile income status. If our goal is
to pfbvide greater access to education, the amount
.and kind of Student aid from federal monies is a
-matter of critical importance.

Ahother consideration should be the impact of
federal rules and regulations. We tend to be very
sensitive to proposed 'legislation bur much less
aware of the process of promulgating, rules and
regulations tp implement legislation.-When the

-enforcement gg is reached then there is awe'te-
. ness of'the outcome. Desegregatipn pains, affirm-

ative action, end institchonal eligibility frr federal
funds -are matters which are obviously of great
importance to higher education and to st te policies
and progtams which are controlled in any re-

"In a steady state ... there,fs.,
-no 'new' money to change pro-
grams no margin for flex-

.4.,

8
ibilijy.

s'pects through regulatory authority. We,legislators
need to become more active participants in th rule
making process too.

I might also point to conflicts -among feral
-iageiries with resfensibilities which .affect higher

education, which leave the institution or the state
to determine which agency tq uphold. You may
recall, for example, a conflict between agencies in
connection with pensions, affecting Columbia Uni-
versity and Teachers Insurance and AnuitY Asso-
,ciation (TIAA). One part of the federal establish-
ment said' TIAA doesn't "meet affirmative 'action
standards and? another part fetid it did. Columbia:-

4. te
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Delegate
Lucille Maurer'-

a question which -is stmetanevasked. Foe-example,.
When universities and colleges .spawn satellite
.campuses and off-campus programS Jar distant
from ,the home campus, who is responsible ft*
pr,ogram quality? In the past-, accreditation of the
home campos provided an umbrella shielding some
out-of-town and out-of-region coUrses. Recently, the
Council on Rosteecondary Accreditationthe body
which accredits -actrediting agencieshas- taken

ps to strengthen and revitalize the acdreditation
cess. This included producing standards for

separate accreditation of programs ogt..54.1e the
region of the home campus. There is, however, a
role for states in regard to chartering end approval
of institutions, and this brings me.to some issues at'

state level which we should discus'.
In addition to state -approvals, I will, mention,

such .issues as tuition ,pOlicy, policies With respect'
to part-time and returning students, and the man-
ner ofclistiibuting stitsjunds!to-Public inetautio'ne: '
Obviously, this is' not a comprehensive listior issues,
nor are these issues necessarily consequences of or
alernatives to no-growth. These are Variables, how-
ever, 'Whiq, depending' on their outcomes and in
combination with federal policies, -could signifi-
cantly alter the conditions tinder which higher
education will/unction, -

Returning to the state. role of 'approving edu-
cational institutions, I suggest this is an especially
important role in a period when there maY,bei kOen
competition for students, and when' fly-by-night,
Off-campus programs - are tempting, possibilities. ,
Model 'legislation has been' recommended by .the

'ilk*.
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Education ,Gommission of the States to provide the
legislative. framework and appropriafe state capa-
bilities in connection with such approvals. The
state approval process and voluntary accreditation,
together can help maintain prograth .quality.

The question of whal kind' of student seeks
`higher education also raises many policy questions.
Clearly, campusee, are no longer-the preserve of the
16 to 24 year olds. The average student-is order and
More often a' part-time student than in previous

. years. If the 18 to 24 year olds ape declining as a
proportion of the bopuldtion, colleges and technical
andvocationer schools will increasingly need these

'Older and part-time students to prevent a serious
dectina In enrollment. . -

s is not a senior citizen issue: many. states
alrea y provide free or reduced JFition to 'senior
citize s: gather, the. issue is whether we. should

.subsi the older studert, to the same extent we
subside e the young students. Ifwe do and the 25 to
60 year olds are the taxpayers, do the rest of our
policies nd programs mesh? For example, is schol-
arship money available' for part-time students? Is
there a range of services- such as career
guidance vailable?

Anothe concern is tuition policy. Should tuition
low? Sh uld tuitions rise regularly? Should tui-

tions be 11 c rtain percentage of costs? What will
he the im of tuitions at .priv'afe institutions
rising more r idly than at publiCinstitntions? Is it
possible to su ort diversity in inatitutions without

dealing with the issue of ention olicy and the
relationship of the public and' ate sectors?
These are certainly areas we need to continue to.,
explore. , .

Stiff another concern is the issue of allocation
policies and distribution' formules. Legislators. typi-*
cally want to keep very tight control over appro-
priations, and we certainly-all want to encourage
increased efficiency and accountability. But, there
are problems 'f we use, an enrollment- driven formu-
la, base t allowance per pupil, in a period
of st g enrolhentj3. In a steady state,
for tare is no :`-`newmoney to ch9nge
programsno margin for flexibility. With ,a de-
clining eproltment, the type of..forhulas we have
can, work even more to the 'disadvantage of the
institutions-. Thus,. we are going to have to look at
the 'way we allocate money as well as the total

,dollars appropriated.
InvinmarY, I Would siq .we should look to the

long -run as well as to the immediate future as we'
make decisions about higher education. I would
offer a- reminder of the' significance of federal
policies and decision making; andlkwould say that
by responsibly addresiing itatellolicies -which
affect the general condition of higher education, we
will 'confront and hopefially resolve the problems
which arise from changed.growth pa erns and that
we will successfully continue to ovide opportu-
nities for the citizens of our states to learn and
provide a better life for all of us..

;View from a University

Frank Newman'

If not growth, what? Does it matter? One of the
questions I asked tnyself was, "Supposing growth
isn't pr Pent, does that have any significant influ-
ence, or can we be as effectife in a steady state as
we've been in a groWth stetter' I believe it does
matter for sorne,Yery ,imPoNeit reasons. Among
other reasons, the philosophy of what we do has a ,
profound effect on the pragmatiC nature of politics.
Men. there's a ctontheilly shared rationalewhen,
weall4elieve in somethingit has 'a profound effect
on what we're doing, whether we're talliing. about
making the world safe for democracy, of landing on
the moon, or solving the energy crisis.

. think we tend to-underestimate the significance
'.of having that shared philosophy -the isignificance

; of a, widely adcepted natienel, state or, for that
matter, an ins tutionalAnser of what it is we're
trying to accom '13.12..in'the 1950's and 1900's, we
did have in highs duc on such a commonly
shared ralioneletha hale did go through a
*Frank Newman

\

'12

continuing evolution: but it was widely shared
through that evolution. It started, you may recall,

,with the perception in the late 1940's and early
1950's that there"! shortage of trained special-
ists. This gracruall0Volved into the concept that we
needed to broaden access; and then it was we-ought
to go,2even further and seek' out people who could
benefit from higher education: At the root of it all
was a sharet belief in growth* within higher edii-
cation. It was an exciting period. It transformed
American higher education.

Consider research fore muricge. ReSearch in this
.country is based on our academic institutions,

consciously based as a matter of national policy on
our academic institutions. Today,the Uniteeptes is
in a position of leadership in nearly' every' single
field of; esearch. This is a remarkable development,
for you will remember that as recently as the
1940'e-30'6-L20's, one aid not coma to the United
States to study medicine or chemistry; one rove.

dr University of Rhode Island.
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various places in trope. But by the 1960's persons
were coming from aiound tfie world to the United
States to study essentially any thingn any field.

The developments in. higher education trans-
formed Anieriban.society. In 1940, one outof 10 in the
age group that ,reached 22 had attended college. -In
1970, it was one out, of two. Our educational
approach made us the envy of the world and it was

Frank Newman

widely copied. There were a few bad side effects,
button theswfiele it was an extraordinary period. But
it's over; for many reasonsthe whole competition
for resources and the high cost of running a large
educational system,the balance between supply.
and demand and our perception of that, and maybe
just the simple fact that .we have to have some
period of digestion. But growth was the driving
force. 'WO:Leant pride. Even states outside of Texas
were proud of pointing out that theirs 'were the
largest this or that or had grown so much since 1950
and so on.

' Growth was the vehicle for achieving quality.
The major way we achieved quality during that
period was the by-pass system. Stated simply, if you
had an area that was weak,' what you did was build
around it and left it in a back*watermuch like the
McArthur system of advancing across the Pacific in
World War II. If, for "example, you' had a bad
economics department, you simply imported some
people and built another economtel department and
left that and sort of o the side. Sleepy teachers
colleges that hadn't had a new idea in 40 years were
built into major state colleges. The bypass system
was a terribly important process. It was the vehicle
for reorganization. It was where the multi-campus
system came from,' our coordinating board and a
variety of other things. Well, if*.thats so true, if not
growth in the 1280's, then what?

I think thel5gic of what ought be the rationale
is clear I think the rationale ought to roughly the
same as, if you'll pardon the expression,' the
automobile industry. I think the automobile industry
haormally realized, reluctantly, that cars can'tkeep
getting bigger. Rather, in fact, they have to get

a

smaller more efficient, more effective. Instead of
fins and more fins and long hdods, they've got to do
things like provide better mileage; they've got to
have better trunk space, cmore head room, better

/ handling; and they have to be beautiful. Higher
education, in effect, has to follow the same pattern.
We have to begin to ask ourselves "Can we be more
effective?" I think it will take an intense effort and it
could be just as exciting to take what is now a mass'
system of higher.. education and make it more
effective. Can we achieve morein_ quality, diver-
sify, excitement? My own sense is there's consider-

le room for improvement not that we're poor at
'bat we doin fact,. compared to the rest of the
world, we're darn good. We are the best, but
because we have put -so little of our intellectual
effort at self analysis'there's considerable room for
improvement. A number of institutions and I'm
happy to include my own have been in the process
of debating, discussing, researching, and experi-
menting with new methods. I think there's consider-
able evidence that much can be 'done. 4

In many ways ft's a time of important opportunity
for changes and sought 'to be an exciting period.
Recent experiments in research have sort of cleared'
away many of the myths which have been holding us
back.

Let me just name a few. First of all, dike has;
been a lot of clearing away the idea of what was the
proper or, now in our current view, the improper
relationship between education and careers. We,
used to have sort of an orbit theory of entering4he
world of careers. You were Jaunched into your orbit
the way a° jussile is launched. Once it left the earth
it was fix/61, so you started at pre-school and you

" went to kindergarten and finally you worked yov,r
way through elementary, secondary; high school, on
through college and you got, finally, your Ph.D. And
that-was ityou were fixed for life in that orbit. If
you happened to be in economicsyou were to wear
a frown for the rest of your life sand practice
economics. Thdltrouble, of course, was that this
didn't match human life. Most peopleif you look at
the national studies have at least two distinctly
different types ,of careers after they leave college.
There's a recognition now that peopleevolve; they

ingly to a recurrent educationa Stem. -This is a
don't follow an orbit theory and f3 move increas-

major. improvement and frees us for a lot more
snrialis thinking.

Secondly, we realize that sitting in class helps,
but it's not the only answer and it certainly doesn't
help everyone. The quality of education is not a

* one-to-one relationship to the number of dollars
spent. In many ways the reason for #41cation
costing so much is the reason it cost so much to
deliver mail at the post office. Why does it cost $.13
these days-for a stamp? There's $.03 for delivery
and $.10 for storageand that's sort of the way We .

are. There are major ways to' address what legis-
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' latois like to call produCtivi , which is a- term that is
so appallingly ill - receive in the 'world kif higher
education that if we w t to 'make progress we
ought to think of a new t m for it,,but the principle
is right. a

Third, all .institutions don't have to be great
universities. In the 1950's and in 1960's the only
answer was for every institution to become a carbon
copy of the Harvard/Berkeley model which was
disastrous for us. We've 'begun to realize that we
need and demand different institutions for different
students. Diversity is the keynote and all excellence
is nomeasured on a single scale.

Fourth, the world is not, and knowledge is not,
divided into nice, neatly organized disciplines. We
used ko think that' everything fell into disciplines;
and not only that, we could subdivide. them. But
we've begun to learn that the-world doesn't function
like that. Knowledge doesn't fit into those categories.

, It is dispersed in a waY so that there are those which ,hlfulbt le hind in if take thare e p but can e hindering we ta e em too
seriotisly.

Finally, and perhiaps the ,most exciting, we're bureaucracy are incredible. We said, 'let's create
near a -major breakthrough on understanding how an incentive system." Instead of a 'central budget for
people develop their intellectual skills. The-kind of = telephones, we-put the budget in everybody's own
work done by Piaget on early childhood has recently; departmental budget. We said, "You can spend
in the last 10 or 15 years, been done by a series of whatever you want. Here's how much-yo going
researchers about how pool* develop their intel- to get in your budget. If you spend more, it s outlectual capaciti,s. We're on th edge of really major. ,)of your hide. And if you spend less, you ca spend it
advances in thel field. for anything you want." .The telephone bill the-next

Why did I say earlier "ought" to man exciting y ar dropped to $460,000. At tife end of the yeafi1
period, instead of "will" be an exciting period?
Because, frankly,, the incentives for change are all

'Chang. Since you have a major role in the creation of
and the maintenance of the system of incentives, I
think you ought to think about that. I'm not saying
that this is solely ygur responsibility. In fact, the
same is true of incentives within institutions of
higher education. They are largely all wrong. At the
University of Rhode Ishind we have been thinking a
lot about incentives lately. Let me give you one
example of why we've,beehtinking about them. We

-have been on this kind of triage system, that Ken
Ashworth was describing. I'll take a 'very simple
example--telephone expense. 1 use it because it's

bebasy to -understand, although we have done the
same for some educational programsin, fact, es- i
senti y all educational programs.

e started the first year worried about the fact
that the year before we had spent $425,000 on
telephony, and in our university budgets a half
million allars is a lot of money. The first thing 'we
did to try to curb these costa was to explain how
significant this wasthat we were in a triageperiod
and money that we spent here was not spent on an
educational program. The telephone bill went up to
$470,000. The second year we tried a seriy- of
intense controls aimed at limiting the numbef and
use of phones. We could not understand, for
example, why the department of history had to have,

say, two phones per faculty member whereas over
in political science next door they could do with 1
phone for every 3 faculty members. It was explained
to us over and overwaarin that history was different,was *Apolitical science different, mathematics was
different We didn'tunderstand it all, but somehow

$503,000.
someone did, and-the.-48,1e,hoi0e bill went up to

,

So we' sat down and said, "What is wrong?" We
looked of the whole'system. We said, "The incentives
are wrong." When we put in a set of controls, what
is everybody's game? Beat the system. Why should
we make everyone work agbinst us? The costs of

t C.

"The forces for improvement,(,
quality, drive, and excitement

'have been overcome by the
,forces of bureaucracy."

14,

s running at a rate so that this year we bidgeted
it at $414,000. We now have, in spite' of a major
increase in telephone rates, the lowest telephone
cost per faculty member any state university in
the Northeast. And eve y agrees the telephone
service is markedly improved. By changing the
incentives we cut our telephone bill by 20 percent.

Now what was the response of the, state govern-
ment? It was simple and it was straightforward. The
budget Office in the review of our budget said, "Wti
told You you had a lot of fat.in that budget," and they,
cut it again. Now, your say, well that's an unusual
exampleand I chose telephones because that's easy
to unjlerstiand.

'et me illustrate with academic program change,
major tiffort at the university. We created what we

called the budget task forcea team which reviewed
every single program in the university every
department, every academic department, every
nonacademic department and came up with almost
700- recommendations. 'We've bfilen two years im-
plementing and working with/ these recommend-
ations. The response from state government has
often been the same as with our efforts to- reduce
telephone expenses. What does that tell us? Well,
you know that men, and to extent institutions,
do not live by bread alone. They need to be buttered
up. And when your answer always is the
"Listen, you should have done that long ago," it is

15
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Ademoralizing. This feet is not lost, incidentally, On
my constituents and like you, a university president
has constituents. People are excited and willing to
'do things only wtied they believe in . what's hap-
pening. When you and your budget conuilittees,
respond to me afteP an effort to change the
incentives aficr-cut -cos by saying, "Well, there's
probably- a lot more f ere," that II :siege isn't
lest on the people b e. We. w :11 fed to cut
budgets to fund thin tha we badly need, that we
believe the state ner ds, in fact, thinp that legis-
lators believe the sta needs.

We all know tha there's always going to be
competition for res cep. 1There's going to be
competition of the kind I call "political clout'
competition, whi is the worst kind because it
doesn't hay ything to do' with the quality_ of
progranis, or there are going to be other kinds of
competition. My argument is, you, ought to decide
whaticind of competition you want and structure the
incentives so that in fact *;,goes on. tf,I get my money,
b making sure we have alot of clout with your
CO : I with the contnissioner's office, I'm
going to spend m : trying to improve my image
with those groups. I qi't think That is ,where 'you
want us to spend our tike. My sanse is, you've got to
think about the true 'Mc tives that will move.
institutions and create sen ble incentives:. By and
large, we have created non- naibl centives.

Delegate Maurer men ned at many instil
tutions operate on Full- e- qt talent funding
formula*. When that is the case and you're in a

' no-growth period, what is the incentive? ;Ile in-
centive is to play as many game,* as possible to keep
that FTE up in order to get 'the money. You have
exactly the wrong incentive. I would argue that you
have to ask yourselves, "What would- happen in

your state now if a university. president came in and
could demonstrate that he had by,a major innovation
increased effectiventss and -used leis resources to

'do it?" What could he expect from on-campus and
off-campus constituencies? The answer, is probably
grief: Why? There are at least three types of forces
at work.

1) The number of agencies viing for control in
higher education has increasVtamatically. 'There

rea now multi-campus syptemsw:with h e office
staffs which are large. There ale state boa ds and,

...inaorne states like New Yofik, there are two boards
vyingfot control. There's a governor's office 'th its
awn budget staff and the legislature with its- inidget
staff. Centralized mlanningloind . management are
'increasing. My own sense de, if you think about it
seriously, that is exactly the wrong directiorrtil you
'want accountabil* and results.,

'2rOn more and more 4ampuses there is. in-
f. .creased pressure for wide participation. Now I

happen to be a believer in 'a participator and
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Management model and I think I'm a practitioner of
it. But we have five major unions,, every member of
the staff wants to be involved, se do students. One
has to think about the incentives in order to make
sure the result is effectiveness not simply just
chaos.

3) This is the age of litigation and grievance. So
far this year we have, been sued by black males
worried about discrimination, 'white males worried
about reverse discrimination, and women who think
wee re favoring the other two groups. Wp've been
sued on grades and tenure. One of our alumni who's
a little bit overenthusiastic in the world of sports
waisfreubled about when a basketball player would
be ellrgible and I ruled that it would be slightly later
than he thought. He sued us three times and lost all
three cases, I might say: These are', only a few of the
cases; and we're.good at heading them off.

-All these forces are coming to bear on us. What
is the natural response to each of theseby any
sane administration, that is? The answer is to
bureaucraticizato be safehardly to innovate and
to take risks. Is it far-fetched-to assume that these
forces will drive us to further bureaucracy in higher
education? Hardly. That's what has happened to
essentially every other state-run enterprise. The
forces for improvement, quality, drive, and excite-
ment have been overcome by the forces of bureau-
cracy. The tendency is for state goyernment, in its
frustration, to enter the game of rule making in such
things as faculty worklOads. A moment's analysis,.
again, will tell you those simply become upper limits
for anfliody'i, performance. They hardly ever im-
prove anything. I do not believe that' even if you
could make all the rules you want, you could achieve
the results you want Think of the public agencies
which already have the most .rulesthe defense
department, the post office, or the prison system.
Are they our models for efficiency?

I should hasten to say in closing this is not a
lamoint on my part. I believe 'Cat in Rhode.Island, we
have the best Board of Apgents I have seen
anywhete in the country. I think we have an
open-minded governor and-an open-minded legis-
lature. I believe we have mosetserious concern aout
tryinglo address the problems that I'm talking about
than anywhere else. Nor de I believe it's a hopeless
case. I am not just a partial optimist, am a
congenitaloptordist. I am p ,rred to argue that in
our state, we are well along the path of t nsition
that we have been talking about here. The faculty,
the Board, the state, the public have to a onsider-
able degree come to accept the rationale e have
been talking about. It is a warning that trying to
present; it is easier to slip down the path to
bureaucracy than it is to climb up the tricky path to
excellence.' I believe that so fay most state legis-
latures have failed to addressthe difference.

*
.
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Higher Education CoSt Realities

John D. Millete

I suppose legislators, the officers and
trustees of philanthropic foundations, budget offs -°7
cers, and others have grown accustomed 'War the /
years to hearing that colleges and, universities re

% in financial. trouble. In 'my nearly 30 ears in- I
volvement in academic administratit, c 040
member a Aline when we have n plaaded Tani
inadequah of income in order to perform the tasks'
We have set -for ourselves. That inadequacy can-
tinkles to be troublesome today, and is likely to be
even more troublesome tomorrow.

At the outset of these remarks let me say some-
thing about academic attitudes in general, as a
bacleeound to the more specific comments I shall
make shortly. I speak now as one who has-been a'
faculty member in a so-cqed leading university
and as one who in my administrative roles has ever

'been inclined to protect and defend the proper in-
terests of faculty members. I think it is fair to say

"The fact is that-almost all of
us live on the .basis of incre-
mental budgeting...to do, a
little better dext year than we
.did lest year...higher educa-
tion Is no dliferent:.."

that faculty members as a group or sub-class are
the most individually minded group of persons to be

. found in our society. There are only a very few
matters on which the faculty members in a college
or university are ever in agreement. These few
matters are the importanCe of academic freedom,
the power of each faculty member to decide-what
to teach and how to teach it, and the belief in the
general incompetence of all administrative officers.

One of the peculiar aspects of the academic
enterprise is that we 'profess highly abstract in-

., tellectual purposes and resent the necessity to
justify the economics of our performance. In recent.
y ears, by which I mean the past 20 or so years, we

.

in the academic world have wanted"V" be. both
autonomous and affluent; When I was Chancellor
in Ohio, I used to .say toticulty -committees and t6
chapters of the AAUP 'that we in higher education
could not expect to be both autonomous and af-
fluent. I never observed the slightest indication that
mg comment ever made any -impact upon fticulty . ,
thinking, or ever changed any faculty behavior..

Another peculiar aspect of the academic enter-4
prise is its desire for self-government without any
corresponding expectation of self- support. It'is esti,

mated That in the Mica' year ending in 'June 1978,
our colleges and universities in the United States
received a total income for current operating pur.
poses of just about 40 billion dollars. It we look at
all of some 3,000 campuses and make no distinction
between public. and private institutions and no
distinction among programs, we find that 16 billion
dollars or 40 percent of this total income came from
charges to students and other clients. We find also
that Z4-billion dollars of income, or 60 percent came
from govermnente ..and philanthropy. In tact, only
about three billion dollars was provided' by-philan-
thropy and about billion dollars, or slightly more
than half, came f om governments: federal, state

end local.
Indeed, if we had accurate data about how

much of the charges paid by students represented
dollars pr,ovided directly to those students by gev-
ernmentir the governmental financial involvement
would be even greater than what the *reports of
colleges and universities reveal. I would estimate
that as much as 20 percent of all charges ,paid by
students today representst-transfer payments by
governments._ Higher education is essentially a
socially supported, and a govermientally sup-
ported, endeavor.

Under this general heading of "lost realities" I
want to talk about three subjects in particular.
These subjects are:. first, cost objectives, secondly,
cost pressures, and thirdly, cost Priorities. There is
some overlap of concern in this. division of dur dis-
cussion, but I think we can best grasp some of the
realities of current and prospective circumstances
if we examine more cloiltdribese three aspects of ,
expenditure difficulties.-

4

--

*Dr. Millen is senior vice president of the Academy for Educational Development,
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Ct Objectives °

I am unaware of any academic administrators
or of any other- academic spokesmen who have
articulated the cost objectives- that underlie thei
appropriation requests, end their budget formula-
tions. The customary behavior for 'most of us who
prepare budgets and then seek to find ways to
finance them is to want a little more next year than .
we had last year. We may talk all we wish about

. zero.based budgeting, or about her budget,
cedures. The faa, is that almost all of us live on the
basis of incremental budgeting: 'The very idea of
progress upon which most of us base our personal
and,,social aspirallohs is to do a little better ex
year than wa did last yeai. In this respect, hig er ,

education is no different from other social institu-
tions or social groupings.

Yet there are certain -definite cost objectives
that colleges and uni,versities seek to aChieye, One
of these objecp.les is to preserve the economic
nips made between 1958 and 1968. President
Eisenhower's Committee on Education Beyond the
High School made 'a strong recqmmendation in 1957
that the "absolute highest priority" in the use of
available funds. should be given to raising faculty
salaries, witIrthegoardf doubling the average level
withili five to 10 yeeis, In general, the available
data clearly suggest that this objective was realized

/in terms of dollars or constant purchasing powei.
/- terms`of dollau oreurrent value, the record was

of course even more spectacular.
Between 1950 and 1970 higher education in,our!,

countryin terms of compensation provided to its
major input resource, the faculty, moved from the
status-of a profession of- genteel,poverty to a .pro-.
fession efdece)at economi&renwneration. Obviously

; everyone in higher education has applauded 'this,'
chInge in economic worth. At the same time, I must

, hasten to point out that this redistribution of in-
come in faxfor of the faculty .profession was,
complishedin Opt because of a shortage of faculty
talent in relation to student enrollment demand,
and in part because of a public perception that,

qucation was making a notable contribution
to natibrigl defense, national health, and national
economic 'growt4.

More recengy, since 1970' the cost objective pf
higher education has been to ensure that in real
terms'faculty cmapensation matches inflation. We
have resisted any evalliation of the, current eco-
nomic benefits °resulting froth the, practice of bur
profession. We hold that the social benefits of an
educated intel)igence should be self- evident, _ and
that having gained some level of economic imprdve-
ment we are entitled to Preserve 'that ,economic
pdsition. To be sure, given the opportunity, we in
the academic world 'would/gladly still further im-
prove our eccinqmic, status, but this objective is
Clot feasible at the moment, the,least we can do is to
maintain the gains achieved in the 1960's.

218i I,
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There is another cost objective that is of major'
importance: the objective of increasing our social
support in order to decrease the required charges
to students. Our colleges and universities in this

.country have always espoused the basic proposi-
tion drittheir expenditures should not be met ex-
clusively by charges to students. Since about 1880
or in the past 100 years, our public colleges and
universities have consistently endeavored to offer
educational oppsirt4,t'y to deserving students at a
relatively small priiportion of their instructional
cost. At various times that relatively small propor-
tion hag been fixed at 15 percent, 25 percent, or
kVen,15'percent of average instructional expendi-
ture.Ihrs objective of low charges to students has
been reflected also in our private .colleges and
universities. Indeed, the comvion rule of thumb for
ihdepen nt colleges and universities has been that
tuition c rges should not exceed 80 percent of the
average xpenditures, per student for instructioi.
The remaining 20 percent has been sought from
philanthr y, either as endowment income or as
current a ual giving. -When philanthropy has
failed to meet this expectation, independent colleges
and universities have sometimes turned to state
governments for financial assistance.

The economics of pricing the services of higher
education is a subject on which there is a great'
deal of confusion and one crying out for careful
analysis. There are several complications in the de-
tdannation of pricing policy. One difficulty is that
of costing the various outont services of a college
or university. The question thee arises of de-
termining the particular costs that should be
along to the current student generation. Anothe
difficulty is that of determining rwhatprt of the
cost_of instruction should be considered a student'.
investment and what part of the cost should be con..
sidered a social benefit.

When an independent college or university siays
that 80 percent of the average instructional Cost
should be paid by students, that college or univer-
sity is saying the 80 percent of average instruc-
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, tional cost should be considered as student invest-
ment in fttfure happiness .and earnings, and that 20
percent. of average instructional cost should be
considered as social benefit from the presence of
-educated talent in our society. When a public
college or university sayS\tlig 25 percent of the
average instructional cost should be paid by stu-
dents that college or university is saying that 25
PerceItt of average instructional cost should be
considered as studerit investment in future happi-
ness and earnings, : and that 75 percent of .suCtr
cbsts'should be Considered as a social benefit

The truth is of course thatthe science.of social
benefit malysisha.5 not,moved to the point where it

:pan illuminate this kind of prilble'm,, Consequently,
the need for income, indivicipayvalue judgatents,
and the-politigal Process, of governmental planning
must provide the answer: One reason,for the Social
objective df low tuition, or of tuition .less than in-.

'1 structional cost, is to encourage the enrollment of
students regardless their socio-economic status.
Higher education-, alb,pg with.hard,wo and:some
good luck, lies' been an iniportant fa or' contrib-
uting to social Mobility in, this country. We. hear

-.' some persons saying today that we ars pricing
, higher edugattiti toosIligh for many middle class
famijies, and that our practice ofstibsidizini Stu-

"denti ra er than Of subtidliing instituttolis reaches
student in the lo'wer.incgtme brackets but is lailini

, to assist students from Middle income brackets. '
I think it is fair to say that the practice of charg-

ing low. tuition has been a practice. of providing
educational and economic. benefit to .students ironi
middle income families. nut When we charge tuition
less than the cost of instructied, We, then establish

' the objective that Some part' of InstAuctionalcosts
must be paid-for by so,eieist.,, througE governmente
or through philanthropy. - .

We in higher education need tabe more articu-
. late than we liave been in the past about our cost

objectives, and ahouti,the reasons 'why we have
adopted these particular obteativei. We.necrd also
to provide' full information about costs' ofour
program activities, and about the sqtirces of in-

. come supporting these costs. WO need to face bur
1°--r 1 'cost' realities honestly and forthrightly. We in

highsr education have not always, served our own
. cause half so Well as we should.

Cost Pressures . ..

highilducation today that j shall not conSider
are several oliviods cost pressures upon

. here at any, length. The, impact of ihdation is a
familiar theme, and, needs' no elaboratiop here., I
would 'remind you only that'the rising costs of food
and of energy have taken their toll upon academic
mama. I find that the current opersting income of
all colleges and universities increased from 21.5
billion dollars in 1970 te40 billion dollars in 1976.
Whilecuirent operating income near* doubled be-

,

tween 1970-1976, the percentage increase .4n real'
,iiidojne in these six years was only 30 percent, not
almost 100 percept. Inflation has the pocket-
Woks of bighereducatijAinatitutions even as it has
haraied the pocketbooks of you and of me.

Moreover, while there has been a-great deal of
..talk about the prospects for declining enrollments
'in higher education, those declines for all institu-

tions in general are still ahead of us. Between the
r autuntn of 1970 and the autumn of 1975, enroll'

A.

"The 'ov'erhe,ad costs of col-
leges.aud universities are es--
Qafating to where 40 percen't of
the instructional budget is
often required' .for overhead

ments 4hroughont the United States increased 21
percent. Ohly inthe autumn 61'1976 was,there just
barely ari incr.east1 over 1975 enrollments. Up until
that ;time enrollment ,growth continued to be 'con-
siderable: althetigh by no means the same for all
particuliir.inslitutions or for all particular kinds of
programs.

One of the ironies of higher' education economics
is that entailments tend to go up during economic
recession and may expand less rapidly daring eco-

,fiomic prosperity. The. explanation is. simple. If
or.there are not jobs fa youth 4iryouter high school, they

may debide to o to College just to have something
r to do, and just in order for families to get rid of

their.children. If there are jobs for youth after high
school, they may decide tb fo ego or postpone a col-
lege edtication in _the inter st of work' experience_
and some degree of finan "al independence from
the family.. Pr

Th9 two cost Pressurds I want to mention here
in partOlar are the cost of overhead.and the cost
of student financial' assistance. I am very much
concerned about the inCreasingp&portion of cur-
rent operating budgets require r, support pro-
grams. Bearin mind that the programs of colleges
and universities, like the piggrams of all enter-

tall into two principal categories: the pro-
ductive or output programs and the support or
overhead programs. At all feu -yeas public colleges
.and universities for 1974, the liost recent year for

, which detailed data aie currently available, I find
'that 40 percent. of the instructional budget was re-

' qiiired for overhead expenditures. The same rela-
tionship existed for private universities, but private
four-year colleges as a group spent 50 percent of
their instructional budget for overhead.

I am well aware that there are some complica-
tions In determining just what the overhead costs of

.!
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a college or university actually are in relation to all
productive' Tirogkim, s. The principal 'output pro-
grams of a college or university are instruction, re-
search, public service, and student aid, plus hos.

.pltal operations and independent operationswhere `
these programs exist. The support or overhead *pro-
grates include academic support, 'student services,
plant operation, institutional 'support, and manda-
tory transfers. I personally would .adcr auxiliary -
enterprises to this grouping of support rograms.
All output programs, in my judgment, ought to
carry their fair share of institutional overhead, al-

ugh in practice this full cost allocation does not
lways occur. . 4.

But regardless of allocation practices,
ere

'fact
mains that overhead or support costs ire tending/

to become an increasing proportion of the tote
operating budget of our colleges and universities.
There are several reasons for the pressure of-these

-rising. overhead expenditures. I have .already re =-
ferred to the increased costs of -fuel and energy,
which are increasingthe expenditures for plant op-
eration. As we in public higher education havp en-
Iolled more and more students, the costs of student
siervices in providing counseling and learning skills
development have risen, The costs o and
periodicals_ have advanced substantially, The tco
of issuing and mailing publications such as cata-
logues have mounted.

Certainly a major reasonfor the increased over'
head costs i the great -array of public reporting
and new p edures required by federal .govern-
ment agen es. No matter what one thinks of
affirmative action rules formomen, blacks, and the
handicapped, these rules, cost colleges and uni-
versities a great deal of income in order to abide by
them. New rules about access to buildings 'for the
handicapped anclabout occupational safety are in-
creasing the 'costs of plant maintenance. And

%, i
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assjstance, bit only a little bit of administrative
cost, support in connection With student aid. One ;
state 'university presidenfrvio years ago asked the'
goVernor and the state 'legislature for 2.5 million
dollars in order to 'meet the costs of responding to

' federal government demands for information about
the 'university and its nine campuses. The governor
and the legislature crossed out the requgst, but

'that action didn't free the state university ftom the
need tosespond to all the feeraltnquiries. : .

We are all aware also that this period of, oars is
a litigious era; anyone who doesn't like some action .....
of a college or university can alwayi due, and ik
creasingly courts are insisting that colleges and
universities must afford the equal protection 'of the
',1awLandft,lue process of-law to all students, faculty,
inelstaff.1 I visited one state university recentlyal'where th president told me that it now cost the
imiversit $250,000 a year to obtaintlegal advice
about rules and regulations of lfieinstitgtion.
And the Minimum cost of defense in a court suit .
was apt to bp anbther $250,000. This -particular
university was lucky. It had only three court cases
at the moment to defend.

,,; ' We can't continually be piling new regulations
won Oar-colleges and universities; and we cannot

--kontilally be subjecting these institutions to attack_. .
..,in , ourtennd ,not increase the costs of institu-

tional overhead; some way we have got to find a
',..,,,alatirce between social responsibility and the social
Wsts of regUlation, of our colleges And universities.
In the meantime, overhead ousts are rising and be- ! .

coming an ever larger percentage of the current
operating budget of our colleges and universities.

The other important coat pressure I. want to
mention in particUlar 'is that of student financial
aid. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
reported a few years back that the United States
had- committed itself to universal access to colleges
and universities: Universal access cjbes not mean
the mime thing as universal' enrellment. Universal ,
access means that 'students who qualify by comple-
tion of a secondary education program and who
are interested in doing so shall be encouraged, to
enroll in colleges and universities regardless, of
their socio-economic statu$. This encouragement
has taken the' form in particular of federal govern-
ment and of state government student financial aid
programs including student grants, direct student
loans, guaranteed student loans, and work-study.

Only a pail of student financial assistance i§
chanqeled through colleges and universities. Most

. federal student aid programs, such as the basic'
educational opportunity 'grants, the veterans' edu-
cational benefits, and the social security educa-
tional tlenefits provide income directly to students,
and net to colleges anti universities. The same ar-
rangement applies to most state 'government stu-
dent aid programs.

The point I want to make is that the extensive -,

"While current operating id-
come nearly dolibled between
1970-1976 the percentage in-
crease in real income in these

, six years was only 30 percent.,
not almost 100 'percent."

colleges and universities ;nust.now submit extensive
data to federal agencies on all these subjects.

'The federal government doesn't pay the full
share of the cost of the programs it does support in
research, public service. and student financial aid.
Now as the price for what institutions do receive
from the federal government, colleges and universi-
ties must abide by all these additional rules for
which the federal government provides no financial

26.
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student aid programs have created an expectation
of student financial assistance for ell persons who
'want to go to college, and that this expectation ex-
ceeds actual' available funds fer student financial
assistance. Currently, colleges end universities
themselves in,this country are spending over
billion dollars a year for student aid, and are-re-
ceiving in governmental and, philanthropic income

, only about ope billion dollars of income. It appears
that public colleges and universities are spending
about 200 million dollars of their general income for
students financial assistance and that independent
colleges' and universities are spending about 300
million dollars of their general income. Recently I
.read in the catalogue of an independent college
words to the effect that theanollege could not meet
all the demands for. student aid it received. This
situation occurs on almost all campuses.

As various individually disacigantagegi persons
have sought access to -higher educatioX colleges
and universities have tried to respond to the best of
their, ability. Whey government and pther special
income has been exhausted. colleges and ,universi-
ties have, had to fall back upon their general
intome ill-order to meet the requests for financial
assistance. Moreover, .these requests are tending tp
increase rather thanoto diminish. Pewgovercunei01
officials seem to realize the extent to which col-

, leges and universities have had tp use general in-
/ come for student financial aid. Here is a cost

pressure of considerable magnitude and of, sub-
stantial social importance.

College and university administrators are well
aware of the pressures placed upon them to pro-
vide more money for various programs: more money

Now when enrollments are
decrdasing, or aid -.likely to
decre-aSe in the next few years,
we academic administrators
have discOvered the rlity Of
marginal. costs and that-
we cannot reduce expendi-
tures by average costs':

for faculty salaries, more money for other salaries,
more money for supplies and equipment, more
money for 'various services, more money for student
aid. Administrators respond to these pressures as
best they can. They can never satisfy everyone.
And administrators can respond to cost-pressures
only to the extent they obtain the income to do so
from charge, governniental approprietiohs, and
philanthropy.

Last year the faculty of one state vniversity

20
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-;Oted censure' of the, president on the /rounds teat
he had brought back so little increased income
from the state general assembly. The faculty said in
effect to the president that if you can't get more

s' money from the state legislature there is no point in
your being president..So the president 'resigned, the
university went through the costly process today of
presidential search and selection, and now the
state university is being sued in a federal district
court because the board appointed a white male as.
the new president. You see what I mean by cost
pressures?

Cost Prioritieswr
third cost reality I want to consider here is

the very troublesome problem of changing the
orities and of reallocating available resources with -i
in our colleges, and universities. Higher education .
institution; are enterprises producing multiple out-
puts.

/-
VGIdentify these outputs as the instruction ofi,_

students, the 'conduct of research, the encourage-.
ment of creative f ctivity, the performance of vari-
ous public service operations involvingthe utiliza-
tion of knowledge such as agricUltural extension
and the delivery of mediae' care in teaching hos-
pitals, the promotion of educational jiistice and
social Mobility based updn individual merit, and of
course the constructive criticism of-social institu-
tions and behavior.

I need to elaborate somewhat about' instruc-
tional activity. The instruction of students em-
braces at least four different kinds of progrems,
which for a lack of better labels ws may identify as
general education, technical educ ion, education
in the arts and sciences, and education in the pro-
fessions. Moreover, we may undertake these "vari-
ous programs of instruction at varyinglevels of pro- _

fidelity or individual achievement, which we indi-
cate by five kinds of degrees: associate degreei,
bachelor's degrees, master's degrees, doctoral de-
grees, and professional degrees. There is not time
nor is this the occasion to embark upon a discussion
of these programs and of their respective levels of
expected achievement.

I think it is fair to say that in the 1950's mid
1960's our institutions' gave priority `among their,
activities to research., public service, graduatsedu-
cation at the doctoral degree level, and to graduate
professional education in medicine and other health
sciences. Moreoveg. I would emphasize that these
priorities were of just the result of predilections
on the past of faculty members; these priorities re-
flected social expectation and social support: In the
process of obseeling these priorities of the aca-
demic enterprise, faculty members and administra-
tivefficers were encouraged by, government grants,
by,, philanthropic grants, and by an expanding stu-
dent population.I know whereof I speak because I
participated 'in these developments as a faculty
member and a's an academic administrator.
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No ohe should underestimate the social benefits
tliat resulted from our sense of acasleraic priorities
in the 1950's and 1960s. AcademiC science and
engineering contributed sUbstaritially to the -win-,
sing of World War II, inclUding of course the de-
velopment of the atomic bomb. After World War II

academic science and engineering helped in the de-
velopment of atomic energy, in the exploration of
space, and in the achievement of an 'amazing
capacity for communication around the world.
Acadetnic science and the health professions made
notable accomplishments in the.conquest of disease.
Educated talent, -reaeaich and develimment,. and
public service helped notably to fuel the most
amazing decade of economic growth in the history
ofour nation, the decade from 1960 to 1970.

The priorities of the 1960's gave emphasis to re-
search, public service, and graduate education at
the doctoral degree level. The priorities of the
14160's tended to under-rate technical education, to
short-change some programs in professional educa-
tion, to underestimate the importance of under;
graduate education at the bachelor's degree level,
and to ignore general education. The consequence
was to fix a pattern of programs, personnel, and of
resources which reflected a- particular set of
priorities.

Now in the late 1970s colleges and universities
confront a very different ;environment of social in-
terests and social expectations. The national in-
terest in the research support of higher education
has undergone change, the rate of growth in
research activity has greatly .diminished, and the
performance of research in recent years has offered
us few if *any achievements so spectacular as those
of the 1956 's and 1960s. The expansion, of higher
education enrollments. has apparently come to an
end. The labor market demand for educated talent
has declined to the ppint where shortages are likely
to occur in the heA few years in only tour fields:
the health sciences, the engineering sciences, the
administrative sciences, and the computer or infor-
mational sciences. Please observe that these short-
ages are all in professional fields of study. As job,,
market conditions have become more select Tor col-
lege graduates, the competition for highly s
cialized professional job opportunities has become
fairly fierce, and student interests have increasing-
ly moved towards instructional programs that are,
specifically job oriented.

Moreover, the social interest in higher 'educi-
tion has tended to decline. The major concerns of
American society, other than our national security,
are directed today towardemployment, economic
growth, the control of inflation, the supply of new
energy resources, the availability of raw materials,
the elimination or diminution of environmental pol-
lutionp,and ,the persistence of poverty in our de-,
teriorating urban cores. Somehow, for s2me reason,
higher education is perceived jn the public view as

ti

only partially involved in helping to resolVe these
concerns. The costs of our structure and Process cif
health care delivery are of far greater national "

. terest today .than the costs of our structure and
process of higher education delivery.

Colleges and universities ere experiencing great
difficulty in adjusting. to these changing social cir-
curastances. The decline in the rate of income
growth, ,a growth that has ,only modestly exceeded
the rate of inflation, has meant that institutions

"Between 1950 and 1970... the
faoujty, moved from the status
of a profession Of genteel pov-
erty to a profession of decent
economic renumernion."

could not use new income to meet new needs. Some
college and university campuses will become sur-
plus, even as sPrade school buildings became surplus
early in this decade and as high school buildings
ar,z. horoming Qurplus today. The program interests
of students are changing, with more students seek-
ing admission to various professional fields of study
and to technical education. Our facilities and our
personnel resources in the arts and sciences have
begun to exceed the student demand 'for use of
these resources. IF

There are various obstacles in the way of col-
lege and university change to meet changing needs.
Many faculty members corilinue to be more irz
Wrested in research and public service than in the
instruction of students. Many faculty members con-
tinue to be more interested in graduate education
than in undergraduate education. Many faculty
members continue to be more interested in the arts
and sciences than in career education. Faculty
workloads and faculty work assignments tend to re-
flect the priorities of the pail rather than the cost
realities of the present and of the near -future. The

'ft in the concept of tenure from a concern with
protection of. academic freedom to a concern

h the 'protection of employment security has
greatly hindered the ability of academic adminis-
trators to shift resources in response to changed
priorities.

In some states the stage governor and the state
legislature have endeavored to intervene to help
administrators in bringing about a shift in priorities.
This 'intervention has often taken the form of a
legislative prescription of faculty workload. The
objective has been to compel faculty-members to
give a greater priority in their work perfoimance to
undergraduate instruction than to research and the
instruction of doctoral students. And to some ex-
tent, the objective has been to reduie the cost of a
university by restricting certain outputs.

s.0
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Another kind of legislative action has been to
reduce appropriations to colleges and universities
in accordance with reduced enrollments. Here the
difficulty has been that a reduction in appropria-
tions by average cost per student overlooks the fact
that the institution can only make marginal reduc-
tions in cost per student. When enrollments were
increasing, we in academic' - administration were
happy indeed to receive apprppriation increase's
based upon average costs per student. Now when
enrollments are decreasing, or are likely to de-
crease in the'next few years.) we academic ad-
ministratora have discovered the reality of marginal
costs and find that we cannot reduce expenditures
by average costs..

When appropriations are reduced as they were
so drastically reduced for the City University of
New York, there is no 'choice but to establish new
priorities among the outputs of colleges and univer-
sities and to reduce enrollments. When program
priorities are changed and enrollments reduced;
there is no choice except to have a reduction in
personnel. Faculty members are unhappy with
these necessities, put I sep no way to escape the
harsh realities of, bardtAlag our institutional bud-
gets at a time of declining reistmes.

Conclusion
The cast realities of higher education are sever-

al. Colleges and universities will spend whatever
resources they can obtain. The cost objectives of
most institutions continually outstrip. their income.
The Overhead cdg of college and universities are
escalating to wh'Ele 40 percent of the instructional
budget is often required for overhead expenditures,
and I see a° solution to this circumstance except
mergers and closings when such overhead costs be-
-acme- entre-1Y out of line with reasonable expecte-

tion. Left to their. own decision making, college and
university faculty members will tend to establish
their own priorities among the multiple outputs of
higher education. Program shifts become trouble-
some because of rigidities in our system of tenure
nd because patterns of faculty work assignments

c earlier needs rather than current interests.
And reductions in enrollment can af best be ac-
companied only by reductions in marginal costs
rather than in average costs.

In these circumstances we need, I thia, a new
politics pf higher education, a politics that will
stress full and frank disclosure of the somewhat
conflicting viewpoints of administrators and of
legislators. In my own experience I came to have a
great respect for the role, the integrity, and the
good will of state legislators. To be sure, I had more
respect for some legislators than for others. Fur-
thermore, I came to have a real appreciation for
tl4caimpeting pressures that -play upon the state
1 tor in, seeking to represent his or her con-
stituency. State legislators, I long, ago decided, do
more than just represent the people who elect
them. State legislators are the intelligence, the
balanced judgment, and the conscience of the
people who elect them.

State legislators and academic administrators
in a climate.* mutual concern, mutual trust, and
mutual sympathy can be equal to the cost realities
that now plague higher education; cost realities
that will become more troublesome rather than less
so in the years ahead. We should never let these
cost realities become so troublesome, however,
that they blot out our vision of the noble .aspira-
tions, the essential tasks, and the real social bene-
fits of higher education. Higher education remains
the last firm hop for survival ofa society dedicated
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Further Commentary on Cost Realities

Frank A. Schmidtieln*

Dr. Millett has provided us with a great deal of'in-
sight into the nature of academic-attitudes, the cost
objectives of higher education, the cost pressures
facing higher education, and the establishment of
cost priorities. He concludes that there are real
financial problems ahead for higher education and
the day will come when overhead costs become so
great that mergers and, closures of some campuses
will be desirable. These circumstances, will re-
quire fuller and franker disclosures of the conflict-
ing viewpoints of academic administrators and
legislators. In these circumstances, he points out,
we should take care to avoid letting our current

C

problems blot out our vision of the benefits provided
by higher education.

There is little in Dr. Millett's observations with
which to disagree. Therefore, I will primarily ad-
dress myself toward extending and amplifying points
he has made or that are implied by his comments.

Fit st, 1 think that it is important to point out that
there is no shortage of revenue to support higher
education. We haviithe mew in our rich society
to fund higher education at almost any level that its
Proponents have imagined. Our real problem is es-
tablishing priorities for allocating resources among
the competing demands from all sectors of our

"Fr4nk Schmidtlein is director of research. planning and evaluation of the Maryland Board for Higher Education.
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economy. Hig et education's tong -term financial
difficulties will arise primarily from changes in its
competitive position with other areas of public and
private spending.

I want to point out, of course, that there is no
doubt that the recent economic recession harmed
higher education fipanciall and 'that inflation has

Frank A Schmidtlein

war has called the' supremacy of high technolp(y
into question. This skepticism has been increased
by the discovery of the many adverse effects cre-
ated by our scientific inventions: drugs have, pro-
duced deformed babies and created cancer; insecti-
cideg and other chemicals have polluted or en-
vironment.

Additionally, higher education during the 1960's
was seen as a means to solve problems such as

jitirepicleraime, alid structural unemployment.
nneled into social research and in-

novative projects, much of it going to institutions of--../
higher education and to professors. These pro-
grams did not achieve the high hopes of their pro-
ponents, and this failure reduced confidence in
higher education.

Finally, higher education has been a victim of
its own success. The proportiqn of people attending
institutions of higher ediicatiOn has until recently
increased dramatically. As a result, more persons
today are familiar with collegeg. Institutions have
lost some of*eir mystique and Are more
ble to the types of criticism often leveled at ele-
mentary and secondary schools. Furthermore,, de-
gree no longe9 assures the sane possibilities for.iiir
ward social mobility as in past,The gap is
rapidly narrowing between salaies of college
graduateg and those without a ghee. The growing
familiarity of the publicincluding legislators
with higher education, together with-its-diminished-
roleiag conveyor of social status, will no doubt ad-
versely affect its compittitiOtt with other state pro-
grams.for publiCdotlars.

This loss of higher education's social priority is
coinciding with a profound turning point fn our na-
tion's history. Up until now, we have had a con-
stantly growing population and relatively unlimited
cheap resources tofuel the growth of our economy.
Now; however, our birth rates have been decreas-
ing with each succeeding year until they have
dipped below the rate needed for zero growth. We
have begun to reach the limits of producing cheaply
all of the basic resources our economy demands.
Declining -student enrollments will reduce the in-
come for many; institutions. At the same time, their
fixed costs for operations and maintenance, and
constrlictionwill be taking up an increasing portion
of their budgets; a trend Joseph Froomicin and
Clinton McCully note has already begun. As Dr.
Millett pointed out, funding institutions on the basis
of average cost was lucrative during 'their growth
period but now with enrollment declining and-rising
fixed costs,- such a practice will be disastrous. The

. analysis by Froomkin and McCully indicates that
institutions with declining enrollments have in fact
increased their costs per student faster than those
with stable or increasing enrollments, indicating
that legislators recognize this problem 'of rising
fixed costs in making appropriations.

The basic demographic and economic situation I
am describing has very serious implications for all

halve of cted most parts Of the
t.,,etaken its toll. These asic economic conditions,

however; also ha
economy, mid while highe education has suffered,
there

priori for receiving public
ere is no reason why it n ed have suffered more

than other sectors if its
and private revenues remained high, as it was dur-
ing the 1960's. Higher education's fundamental
financial problem.has been its lessening priority for -

receiving public revenues.
This reduction in its competitive status has been

the result of many factors. A major factor has been-
the increasing pressure on state budgets for -fund-
ing mandatory programs such os retirement bene-
fits. In Maryland, for example, the percentage of

-state general-revenues spent on retirement bene-
fits in 1969 was '7.9 percent. In 1977: it was 11.8
percent. During this period, the percentage spent
on higher education only increased froth 10.9 to
11.9 percent of general revenues, primarily be-
cause of the state's late development of commqpity
colleges and its-assumption of responsibility for
support of a previjously independent institution.
There wag a decline in most states during this
period.

Social trends are also affecting higher educa-
tion. Historically, education has had a clear mission
that has been identified with the achievement of im-
portant' national goals. In the early years of out
country, a degree conferred status Dronioted sooiaj
mobility, and* by proNoting mobility, was a major
component of the American "melting pot." In con-
trast today, we are attempting to preserve 'ethnic
differences and promote cultural diversity.
change has confused the. sense of purpose of highi3r
education. During the war years and "cold war" .

period, higher education provided,the trained men-
power and research that ensured our security.
Public disenchantment resulting from-the Vietnam

/ 2 4
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those involved in budgeting for higher education.
The loss in social priority that higher education is
suffering may be reversed in the future if *purposes
are redefined and communicated more clearly. In
the meantime, higher education is likely to get a de-
creasing share of* the state. revenue pie, and we
may well endanger the historic vision of'the role of
higher education mentioned by Dr. Millett and
which I believe has made a central contribution to
our social and economic growth. The risk of bud-
getary stringency is heightened because higher eda
ucation, sometimes with the exception of two-year
institutions, is typically the largest discretionary

hem in state budgets. When pressures for cutbacks
come, higher education is a tempting target. Legis
lators in our states deserve credit fqr recognizing
this problem and for being more evenhanded than
they often are given credit. Hoovever, the suscepti-
-bility of higher education to budget cuts remains
when hard choiCas have to be made.

. A. number of consequences seem likely as a
result of these circumstances. First, I am,concerned
that we may go on constructing buildings, based on
current enrollment patterns, that will not be needed
in 10 years. The greatest inefficiencies today in
higher education are_ the result of maintaining un-
needed, uneconomical buildings and preserving'
campuses that are too small to function efficiently.
This is an area that legislators have authority to
deal with effectively, but is also an area that is par-
ticularly difficult to deal with politically. With re-
spect to construction, I believe That a major priority-
should be to improve existing buildings making
them more efficient. .

Second, the changes in enrollments are not
going to be the Same for all institutions and difficult
judgments will Uwe to be made particularly wheth-
er. to construct new facilities at growing campuses
while buildings on other campuses are under-
utilized. The change in the composition of the

"Program changes will require
reallocating resources rather
than; adding resources as dur-
ing the 1960's."

, .
student body from typically young, full-time stu-
dents toward adult and part -time students will
lessen the need for dorniltories. Increasing evening
enrollments will utilize buildings more fully while
lessening the need for new ones. PEllt-time students
will be going to institutions closer to their homes
unless the institutions take their programs off-
campus. Students will tend to seek the programs
offered by community colleges and universities
more than they will the undergraduate programs
offered by traditional public and private liberal
arts collages. Former teacher-training institutions
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that still have a heavy emphasis in that area will be
particularly affected.

Third, private institutions ill suffer mere than
,public ones betau_se they generally are more orient-
ed to residential full-time students. Mani private
college ire now changing their mission from tradi-t
tional goeral arts programs, to occupationally ori-
ented programs but this will put .them into a "catch
22" situation. The less distinctive their missions,
the mom that they will have to compete with public
institutions on the basis of cost. The private institu-
tions are not likely to survive such direct cost
competition, since they have to sell a special kind of
education that students feel warrants the elided
cost.

Fourth, many institutions appear likely to 1*
enrollment until they are no longer economically
viable. Good educational judgment and sound eco- -

nomics will dictate the closing of merger of some of
these institutions. However, closing a .pubic institu-
tion is an excruciating political experience. Legisla-
tors seem likely to shy away &Om' such actions as
long as possible. This will result in more public
revenues going to support such inefficient institu-
tions to the detrin ent of the quality of other institu-
tions. In such circumstances, the overall quality of
higher education is likely to decline. 'The conse-
quences will be even more difficult for the private
institutions. A few facing finandial disaster may
persuade legislatures to take them over as public
institutions, adding unneeded capacity to the pub- ''
lic system and further jeopardizing he survival of

her private institutions. All will nlinue to seek
htreased public aid, some of it omg to marginal
institutions, again decreasing e revenue's avail-
able to maintain'the viabOity the less afflicted in-
stitutions. Finally, howey , a number of private
Institutions seem likely to go out of existence. Legis-
lators, faced with a choice between the survival of
public and private institutiens will find it easier for
the market place to take its toll of private colleges
without action on their,Ohri tharrto take the overt
act of merging or withdrawing support from public
institutions. The private Colleges that are losing en-
rollment will face a particularly hard decision;
whether to spend the money needed to make them
attractive and to raise their tuitions to maintain
quality or alternatively whether to cut costs and
take their chances.

Fifth, a further problem will affect the quality of
instruction at institutions. Program changes will re-
quire reallocating resources rather than adding re-
sources as during the 1960's. This will be difficult
because a faculty is much like a legislature in many
respects. Each department, like a legislative com-
mittee, is jealous 2f its domain and prerogatives.
An administrator seeking to reallocate resources
must be both a politician of thti highest order and
also something of an autocrat. If he is too much of a
politician, in the pejorative sense of the wad, the
quality of programs will suffer. If he is too much of
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an autocrat he will lose the confidence of the
faculty and Will rapidly* become ineffective. Two',
avenues seem open to help ameliorate this sittial
tion. First, I think that we have had a one-sided '
concern with the upward flow of, information .to'
state government. We have not looked hard enough
at-the need for a downward flow of informationlIo
keep higher education adminiqtrators and faculty
informed of the basic political and economic reali-

"...Hig r education's long-./ ,

term fin' ricial
arise primarily from . changes
in its competitive position..."

ties facing those of us who are in state government.
%.-Those who design our information systems need to

take a .hard look at the informatioh needs of those
on campusts. Basic facts and policy choices facing
states need better analysis a dissemination. My
own childhood leads me to re gnize that an educa-
tion focusing on limits is not always appreciated by
those receiving it. However. from my adult experi-
ence, I believe the end is worth a greater effort on
the part of states.

Sixth. the economic stringencies we face are re-
sulting in tuition increases. At some point, these in-
creases will affect the realization of our access
goals unless student aid keeps pace in amounts and
in a form that is attractive to those with lower in-
comes. One way in which the effects of tuition
squeezes can be lessened is through graduated tui-
tion charges for different types of fastitutions. We
have relatively free public educat through the
high school level. Access could be guaranteed for
the next -step beyond high school by maintaining
low tuition for the "open door" community colleges.
Charges, could be higher for institutions offering
upper division courses and perhaps still higher for.
those offering graduate studies. Such a policy
would stimulate higher enrollments for a segment
of higher education thEit- already will mast likely
have great success in attracting "students but few
students would be denied at least two years of col-.
lege. The alternative is to exclude more lower in-
come students by setting similar' tuitions for all in-
stitutions resulting in higher rates for Iwo-year in-

' .stitutions- but lower rates for upper division and
.graduate education ensuring 'greater access to
upper division and graduate programs. A policy of
similar tuition for all types of public institutions
would tend to continue, the subsidy that graduate
instruction gets from those enrolled in undergradu-
ate couralis. I .

1 Seventh, another impact of the recent financial
stringency has been a relative red in the
compensation of faculty,- Froom and McCully
estimated that the real wages of faculty in 1975
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were seven percelit less than would have been an-
-ticiPated wing their , conservative projection of
what might tiava taken place, From theft' anhlysis 4'
they concluded that most of the savings made in .

higher education in recent years came at the ex- --
pense of faculty salaries. The excess of teaching
faculty applicants in relation to available positions
'in most fields seems likely to continue toy place a
damper on faculty salary. increases. However,
should faculty salaries continue to errode, at some-.
point the quality of the facultieS will begin to de-
cline; especially in those fields where they have an
opportunity for entlayment outside of academia:
No longer will higher education be ,able to attract'
and retain the "best and brightest."

Finally; the competition for students among in-
stitutions 'will- engender increasingly rough in-
fighting for budgets and students. This internecine
warfare will present a sense of disarray to the pub-
lic. create pressures on legislators to resolve,con-
flicts and-weaken higher education'S ability to com-
pete for its share of the state budget. Several ap-
proaches to this problem seem open. StEites are
strengthening state higher education agencies, giv-
ing them the authority'to deal with this anflictand
to distill some policy options out of th onfusion.
Thep agencies frequently are being given the
charge to spell out the roles and missions of cam- .

puses so that each one's turf will be more clearly
defined. This will lessen the areas of conflict and
reduce forays_ up blind alleys in search of dollars
and students. Increasingly, these agencies also are
being asked to look searchingly at overlapping and
unneeded programs, particularly at the graduate
level. States are limiting the number of institutions
that can offer doctoral programs and eliminatings
many graduate programs. Also states are turning
to formula budgeting practises to ensure that equal
dollars are allocated to programs that have equal
costs. These formulas require some flexibility to
meet the unusual costs that are present at all cam-
puses; they also need flexibility to respond to
changes in state revenue prospects and will have to
be adjusted to be sensitive to-marginal cost changes.
With this flexibility and redesign, however, they
can prOvide equitably budgets for institutions on a
basis that all understand and will reduce the nee,d
far state-level agencies to become overly enmeshed
in the details of institutional administration.

4-- In summary, the crisis in higher education
'finance is really a manifestation of the age-old
problem of economic priorities, amplified by a his-
toric transition from growth to stability or contrac-
tion in our society. I have a great deal of faith' that
higher education will recognize these changes" and
will address itself to redefining4its role and its im-
portance in terms that are persuasive. I am aim;
confident that legislators will continue to exhibit
the same good judgment they have exercised in the
past giving a high priority to the support of higher
education.
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Education and rnploymentin' the South

"The possibly
`oveiqualaied: and
sometimes dissatisfied
graduate of our college
systeni is certainly oneih
of the principal agtors
in thekdrama which
,concerns us today."

E. F. SchietInger

not q.J1 students
view a jobas the
prime reason for going
to college; but those
who d6 are entitled .

to vocaficial
inf4rmation..."

Galanibps

We have said;, Pg.,
more you learn, the less
you cae4 do.' Why
should it nbt be 'The
mope, you learn, the
more you can do', ?"

Anne Seawell

A. Perspectiie on Education and Employmbnt.

E. F. Schi

, -
Our subject is education and employment. in -the
SoUth, 'and we will-b talking about that topic as it
affects young people in the year 1977. But I will-
first try to put the role of the colleges into a bit .of

. historical. perspective. Appearing on the program
of the Association of American Alumnae at Radcliffe
Calltge just 70 years ago, the great American
scholar, William James,- spoke about

our,and the College- bred." He said, "In our democracy,'
where everything else? so shifting, we alumni and
alumnae of the colleges are the only permanent
presence that corresponds to the aristocracy in
older doimtries." He went on to say that 'the gen- ..
eral.steering function of the collegeibred amid the
driftings of democracy ought to help to a idler,us
vision of what our Colleges themeelves hould aim :
at...to bd the yeast-cake for, democra a dough:"
In other...words, William lames tow the "college-
bred" Of his day as a_ highly 'select group whose
most important function was "fo provide civic and
intelleetuelleadership to society. James' view re-
flekted the objective- feats of the timescolleges
we e producing a fairly ainall, select group of grad- .
u = s f ... ideph much of society44eadership was
dra . a - colleges themselves did not have to be
selective because in those .days very few
people hdd crllege aspirations of any kind.

. ' Soli() 50 years later, when I merle rat
awing of visits thern;collegee for Sall, -I
found that most of Meth were trying very hatd to

)e- became more Selective, to raise their admission re-
viirements and to tighten their overall academic'.

:44. 411)r.'§cNetinger is,director of research fdrithe Southetn 'Regional Education beard.
. , . , .. .-
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'standards. This was one institutional reaction to
the rush to 'collese following World War II. The
watchWord of ta i.950's was selectivity, and the
search for talent at the admissions level was a way
in which colleg4s tried to demonstrate their excel-
lence. We talked about the right of the individual to
some education beyona high school but were Mire
to add the wordi "to the extent of his potehtiar
The word "diversity" was entering the educationgl
vocabulary but had little to do with the traditional
four-year college.

Shifting to the Sixties, we began to heir more
and more about open access. The "impe44 -tidal
wave of enrollments" predicted during Ire Fifties
"had become a- reality, and attitnd about educa-
tion were changing to accommodate e new facts
of life. 'Scholarahipg, were no louge awarded in
lame numbers on- the basis of Merit, but rather on
a basis of economic` need, in order to help lower the
financial barriers to higher education. Thoughtful
educators began to let it'be'lmown that turning out
bright graduates is no great trickswhen all of them
were already bright upon admission as freshmen.,
The p-called "new student" began to Se sought
out students from the lower half of their high
school classes, students whose' parents had not
gone tecollege,, students from families in the lower
income bra%kets, students fro% minority popula-
lion grotipi. .

The ennafiesis on access did not mean that
selectivity and the smirch for talent were aban.
doned. However, more of the :new push for -access _

s
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was identified with the fast ,growing community col-
leges, the state collages, the urban,teducational
centers than with the established universities and
the traditional liberal arts colleges. But even there
the search for the "high risk" student became a
serious challenge, and universities fried to be both
selective and "open door-minded."

At the end of the Sixties the_rate `of college
attendance in the-South was-well ahead of what it
had been in the nation 10 years earlier, although
again lagging substantially behindthe new nati6nal
level. By that time a number' of other facts had
begun to emerge, including these: 1), Attendance
rates of 'the traditional college age population-18
to 21 years of sieLhad begun to level off in the
nation, even while attendance rates in proportion
to total population continued to rise. 2) Critics were
beginning to question the role of higher education
as the answer to all social problems and the key to
economic progress. 3) College graduates were be-
ginning to face a stiffening job market and fre-
quently found themselves taking jobs for which they
were "overqualified."

The college graduate taking a job as a bus or
taxi driver w'as not a rarity in 1970. This possibly
"overqualified" and sometimes dissatisfied gradu-
ate of our copege system is certainly one of the
principal odors in the drama which concerns
today. He may be one of those who has been
trained fore particular vocation where demand is
currently low, or he nay be a product of a liberal'
arts curriculum which offers few particular voca-
tional qualifications of any kind.

At any 'rate, some five years ago, the Sciuthern
Regional Education Board realized that it needed to

iSroaden its concern, about problems 'of this kind.
The Board has always acceptedta major responsi-
bility to assemble and disseminate manpower infor-
pation affecting the fields in which it conducts or is
asked to consider cooperative programs of various
kindsdentistry,- architecture, lawand the pro-

,

'

...the ,Fifties Were more or
tess dedicated to a search for
talent and the Sixties were de-
.voted to promoting broader,
access. What about the
Seventies?" s.

*.

fessions generally; the new manpower emphasis is
on the entire range of postsecondeff education and
corresponding occupational applications. Basically,
thin. concern grows out of the major educational.

-and social changes I have just mentioned. As we
have oted, the Fifties were more or less dedicated
to sehrch for Went and the Sixties werdevoted
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to promoting broader access. What about the
Seventies?:

It may be well to look back at some of this
history of our approach to education. For too long
we have c' ose statistics which told about the
income ,differentials among 'people according to

E F Schietinger

.

levels of educational attainment. In. William James'
day, when primarily the children of the well-to-do
went to college, these youngsters turned out to be
the people who were most likely to become well-to-
do themselves, as well as "worthier and better
leaders," as William Jantlk_phrased it. But by 1970
Our country had passed through some 50 years of
what really amounted to a complete revolution in
cqllege attendancegreatly aCcelelated by the GI
BOl of Rights and NDEA and brought to a head by
the higher education boom of the 1960'8., By 1970 /
the number of people going to college was great'
enough so that a, college degree alone no longer
guaranteed a so-called college-level job.

Even so, the current 36 percent average advan-
tage in income which a male college graduate enjoys
over a male high school graduate is nothing to be
sneezed at. And from the standpo t of society, it is
particulafly sobering to reflect recent unemploy-
ment rates of the 1-6 to 24 ye r old populations -by
years orschooling completed. Thirty-one percent of
'those with only eight years of schooling are unem-
ployed, while 16 percent of high school graduates
and just six percent of college graduates are

.';unemployed. _ .-

A level of educational attainment has been
achieved in--/he United States which outstrips that
of any other country, but our economy does not
always offer a job to match the preparation of
,every individual, We believe some g can be done
about turning out too many s ts; particularly
'at the .graduate level. Mit if the day ear cows
when enrollment caps are clamped on the entre
range of postsecondary educatio'n, it may fie a sign
that we have lost our grip do the kinds of values
and goals which make this ,dountry great. As the

4
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demographers have shown, and as many of our in-
liktritions already realize, the next decade cen-
W on a problem-which 'is quite different mely
the shrinking of the college-age po tionbe-
ginning about 1980. By that time liege gradu-
ate may again enjoy a seller's ma et.

- In the meantime, the rest of the Seventies may
well be a coming of age for, postsecondary educa-
tion, a time for striking a better balance between

educatio or life and education for making a living,
onfinding a easonable compromise between trying
to send everybody to graduate school and providing
only a bare minimum of education. The cultural,
moral and intellectually enriching overall return on
the investment in education, both for the individual
and for society, is much more important in thelong
run, and much greater, than the income differen-
tials which education offers to the individual.

Regional Manpower Outlook

Eva C. Galambos,'

Some of you may wonder why SREB has betome
concerned with manpower information for college
graduatesor supply and demand balances in
various disciplines. Why do we worry about supply
and demand? You heard President,Newman yester-

.2
Eva C Galambos

,

day empfiasize that in the United States we do not
accept the concept of a planned society which de-

. termines, "so many people are going to 'study this
and so many people are going to study that, and we
will point people in the direction in which they have
to work."i Of course, that-is the furthest thing from
our mind§ and that is. not the way a free society
works.

All we're trying to do when we develop man,
power- data or figures on the"supplY.and demand in
various fields of study is to enable the free market to
work better. You will remember that'one of the first
things you learn in princifes of economies is that

.for a ffee market to function, everyone must have
perfect information atidut the outlook. So that's
what we're working towatdto provide stndents
and institutions, the buyers and the sellers oredu-
cation, with the beEit poisible information about
what the outlook might be in various fields of study.

One of our constituencies for this kind of 'infor-
mation is the higher education coordinating agency
in eaeh state that has the responsibility or plan-
ning programs. These agencies need-to Icnthv areas
in whict there will be job market demand and in
which programs do not need to be expanded to
satisfy labor markets. Of course, the individual in-
stitutions al% interested in this type of information
too. As information is disseminated about strong
job market,opporttmities, it is to be hoped that rele-
vant programs will grow.

Unfortuiately there are definite rigidities that
impede the adjustments of program offerings to
market demands. I will give you two examples of
how these rigidities work. There is general agree-
ment that the supply and demand situation from the
student's viewpoint is excellent in business ad-
ministration and accountigg. This is one of the job
Markets where le gfaduates are in a seller's mar-
ket and where:Mike prdspects are good. In response
toil this favorable outlook, students have been beat-
* on the doors of the schools of business adminis-
trollop saying, "Let us in." We learned .of a large
Southern university which had so many students
_heating at the doors of the College of Business Ad-
ministration that faculty decided to cut the number
that Ihey,wbuld let in. They went from 3,400 enroll-
ment to something like 3,000. Then-, they went even
further. They' said, "We know there are certain
students who are trying to get in through the back
door to 'bootleg' a business administration curricu-
lum by taking one course at a time without being
enrolled in the college, And we w41 not allow these
students in until. our own college enrollees have
been given preference."

This is.an example of institutional rigidity where
a school of business administration was not able to
expand to meet the needs of the students who were
responding tp a good job market. The institution
could not accommodate 'to- the lefbor market, de-
mands because the ,available professors were- in

'Tr. Cafambos is research associate for the Southern Regional Education Board.
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other departments and the fuhds were not sufficient
to expand the'school of business administration.

I have been told of similar rigidities, especially
among some of the smaller predominantly black col-
leges. Their counselorslold me, "What is the point
of your coming to the campus and, telling our stu-
dents that compbter scienco is wonderful and that
the health fields provide marvelous opportunities,
when in our institution we do not offer thele pro-
grams. If you encourage the Students to take pro-
grams that we're not offering or if we encourage
the students to do this, we might lose our jobs as
students leave for other institutions where these
courses are offered."

I'm giving you examples of.rigidides that impede
the adhistment of what job market information is
supposed to accomplish. Than is also good news:
for instance, w have just had word that one of the
large institutions in Florida,ln view of the weak
market for teachers is stiffening enrollment re-
'quirements to the school of education, with the idea
that that.will reduce the number of'people who will
earn teaching certificates.

I have emphasized that the institutions and the
coordinating agencies have a need for manpower
data: The students are also tremendously interested
in information sabout jobs, about opportunities and
about the fields that are most, promising. Certainly
not all students view a job as the prime reason for
going to college; but those who do are entitled to
manpower - information that they are seeking.

By providing'data on what fields have good job
prospects we may be 'accused of pushing voca-
tionalism as 'opposed to the traditional idea of
liberal education as preparation for life and a
broad background: I would like 'ho stress that this is
false and ,far from our intention. We have delib-
erately emphasized that the' past has demonstrated,
that many people who today manage our business
and, government have risen with a background in
the social sciences or in the liberal arts. This gen-
eral backgiolind has stood them well, and has pro-

there are ways of com-
bining the practical that is
skill - oriented with a bro.aci
background and a general
education."

duced people
4
with the ability to view a problem

from all sides'. These people have progressed in

Today we are producing approximately one-half
as many 'graduates in business administration as
the estimated number of openings. Therefdre, grad-
uates who enter.the job market with social sciences
and liberal arts degrees will continue to fill the gap
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in terms of the deficit in the number of specifically
trained graduates in business administration.'Lib-
eral arts or social Science degree holders do have a
hard time finding that first job. Many employers
are interested in what a new employee can do the
first week or month on a jobto read a profit and
lois statement, to plunge into personnel administra-
tion, or to partipipate in marketing plan. Em-

"Liberal arts or social science
degree holders do haive a hard
time finding that firsfjobi"

ployers want immediZte skills and of course liberal
arts majors or sociarstience majors do need a little
time to learn job-related skills. However, in the long.
run, their broad background will serve them well.

I'm trying to stress that SREB has promoted the
building of bridges between vocationally oriented
courses and the, liberal arts. We have told students
and we have emphasized in our publications that
there are ways of combining the practical that is
skill-oriented war a broom background and a gen-
eral education. It is norffeither/or situation. . .

I'd like to give you some overall statistics about
the prospects for college graduates in'the South for
the ensuing several years. We have developed two
projections. We call one the "conventional projec-
tion" and the other, the "comprehensive torpjection."
In the conventional projection, we have included
only those occupations that you .traditionally think
of as "college-type" jobsprofessional-technical
jobs, such as teachers, doctors, lawyers; social
workers and accountants "the professionals." If
you look at the college job market in these terms,
we estimate in the South, around the year 1.980, we
will be overproducing college .graduat s by about
eight percent. This is no great overproduction, but
it is different from the 1960's when we were under-
producing for the professional- technical jobs!

If you are willing to look at the job market for
college. graduates from a broader perspective (and
that's what we call the "comprehensiye projec-
tion,")if you are willing to accept the "upgrading
process" throughout the job market in which more
and more occupations are filled with college gradu-
ates, then we estimate that we will have a 13 per-
cent deficit 'Of college graduates in 1980 in the
South: The deficits vary depending on the state hi
the region.

I will give you an example of this upgrading pro-
cess because you may feel hazy as to what we are
really talking about. When I grew up in Georgia,
there weir(' many, many elementary schools and
also many secondary schools in which the teachers
did not all have a bachelor's degree. And almost
none had a master's degree. WJio are' we to say
that by the year 2006, policemen will not all, have

I
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or

bachelor's degrs wheir it was rfectly accept-
(-- able 30 or 40 years ago for teach to be educated

in normal schools with maybe two year); of college?
There is a constantly changing perception of what
is required in the world of work.

Some of the upgrading process reflects the fact
that jobs do become more difficult and more skills
are needed to perform the Work. In that case the

"By providing data on what
fields have good job prospects
we may be aCcuse&,of push-
ing vocationalism...: this is
false...We have deliperately
emphasized` . many people
vs/ho today manage our busi- 4
nesses and government have
.risen with a background in.
the social sciences or in the.
liberal arts. \\

work will be more productive if performed by some-'
one with more education-. Some of the uarading
process. however. is just a response to the avail-
ability of college graduates. As a whole, we hope
that our society will be more productive as we have

- better educated people who go into more and dif-
ferent occupations.

I'd like to focus on a few examples, or the par-
tikular fields of study, we have analyzed in terms of
supply and demand. We bave looked at engineer-
ing. and project that engineering will continue to
a very good field for students in the South in the
coming years. Engineering,has suffered in the past
from what economists call the "cobweb" effect:
either you have too many. or then all of a suilden
you have too few. We believe that we have certain-
ly not approached saturation. In addition, we pro-
ject that business administration is an excellent
field. The possibilities for students in business ad-
ministration are myriad, because so many different
occupations require a background in business or

orb accounting.
We have looked at the social sciences, and we--

have adyised social science students to combine
their -Majors with something practical in business
administration. We've studied Oahe administra-
tion and found prospects good. We've had a publi-
cation on teaching and have tried to steer young .

people into other fields, because the teaching area

We have paid particular attention to the pros-
pects for women and for minorities. If women or
minorities wish to-improve their-opportunities, they
need to consider two aspects: 1) they needeto think
about fields in which demand is going to be good
for-everybody, regardless or race or sex, such as
accounting, or engineering and 2) they should enter
fields in which there are not too many of'their race
or sexin other words, fields where they could
benefit from affirmative action. Examples of fields
in which women and minorities have the "best of
both worlds" (a good, market for everybody, plus
that little extra of affirmative action) are fields
such as accounting. engineezing. finance, computer
sciencesall fields which basically depend on a
strong qliantitative back (round. This leads us to
stress that a good foundation in mathematics is.im-
portant for people who want to switch to fields with
better opportunities.

Our spin-offs from the-Ark on manpower pro-
jections have been twofold:We have become quite
interested in the whole aspect of faculty advise-
ment. Students do interact with faculty more often
than with anyone else. After all, they do see faculty
every day. So Iva are supportive of injecting career
counseling into the everyday contact between facul-
ty and students.

We have also become interested in, and are
enfering into a new project on "follow- ups. What
happens to the graduates when they leave the insti-
tutions? We found that many follow-up studies have
been conducted in the region by individual institut
tions and in some instances . by the state coordi-
natbig agencies. It is our objective to encourage as
many of these follow-up studies to use the same
`questions, or at least ask some questions .in the
same way. In this manner we may be able to 'return
to you legislators maybe a year or two years from

7 now with some overall answers as to what is hap-
Jaerlinig to the students in our region. If they have a

'major in political education. what do, they happen
to be doing? How do raduates generally evaluate
their college educatio ? The objective is to deter--
mine hOw the graduates assess their college experi-
ence and what has happened to them since they
left the campus.

A third direction in which we are moving is to
analyze the interaction of supply and demand at
the college level, the junior college level and the
vocational-technical level. The graduates of these
various sectors interact in the job market: you can-
not separate them into little boxes. Take the nursing
field: we have graduates with two-year, and four-
year degrees and also with diplomas from hospital-
based schools. They are all in the supply as against
nursing openings. If we examine supply and de,

'mand narrowly at one level. we might, be missing
the real action.looks overcrowded as far as we can see.
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Career Planning at Colleges and Uniyersities

Anne Seawelle

There are some unconnected' and maybe even ir-
relevant comments or questions for yqu to think
about as I speali to you today.

s-
Ails not that bust diiver of yesterday our L:1011-
7rpilot of today, add perhaps the spaceship

commander of tomorrow?

Are college presidents cjping any thinking
about requirementi for admitting faculty

ofthe field, at related to, what is expected of
them on'the job every day; and Can we avoid
?he term "overqualified and underutilized?" ,

red" and thestorr of the foolish and wise
the old Bqy Scout motto of "Be Pre-

virgins in the Bible have anythidg to say
about the fact that we do need educatiod bek-
yond the paint of immediatusef

Have de thougheabmit the -fact 'that the one
professional who requires the greatest train-

(mg,today and who is probably at the top on
/ the income level the medical doctoris the

one who, only a Very. few years agb,.didn't
require any college but he learned on the
job? .

at

Just think about these things as we' talk about
careers and career infordiation.

On the university qampus at our summer orien-
teflon, where we ,biing in both freshmen , and
parents, we, have a prograni on the 18-year-old
majority. ilLstarted primarily as a discussion abdit
the legal as arisinarom -this partictllar fact.
But at this time we are-now expanding this pro-,
gram to talk to students about other aspects of this
age of majority which we sometimes confuse with .
the age of maturity.

I think most of us are willing -to say that you
cannot put an age limit an maturity, and yet I think
today we tend to refei to the educated person of
yesteryears as the more mature person. I would
like to submit to you that I think that the real
achievement of the age bf maturity is the exercise
of the.righl by the individual to make decisions fOr
himeelf

Now, that should be the goal of educatfon, to
help the stpdent make thbse decisions. To decide is
to use what you lmacy to get what you want. To
make -a career decilion is to use what you knew
about the world of workthe kinds of things You've
been hearing about in teens bf facts, manpower
and employment statistics" and trendsto make a
decision, to use Your talents, your skills, spur edu-

cationyour experience, yOur own personal needs,
'and above everythingelse, your time and talents, to
do something of value fdr yourself and something of
benefit for society as a whole.

. Back in the days when I was involved more in
financial aid'ihan I'am now, I used to talk about
who pays for higher education and who benefits
from higher education. I hope these questions are
settledsociety and the inditidual benefit; and,
-hopefully, society and the individual will pays I think
the same thing applies to the question of liberal ed-
ucation`versus practical. I think we've got to have
both, and I hope we all agree with that.

In his play, Shakeepeare leaves Hamlet with the
famous quote of 'To be or not ,to be, that is the
question," and that for 'Hamlet was the question in
the Denmark of his time. But submit to you that
perhaps for college students today, this is the same
question that we should ask: "What are you going
to be when, you finish school?" That question implies
an answer: either be something orIbe somebody.

We have made some reference to access to
higher education, and I think perhaps that was
what was really behind our providing access to
higher education to people regardless of their fi-
neoncial conditiolis ,or their personal situations.
They wanted it and could absorb it, ariTd I think be-
hind that is the concept that if you get -a 'college.
education, you can "be soinebody," and that all of
our citizens havethat ri . But on the other hands,
the "be something" for man yearsseemed to refer

.thinly our college stgdents
are beginning to get awati from
the concept that jobs are going,
to come find them .'.."

more to being a doctor, a lawyer, a teacher, or Er-
minister. In essence, to be what I would term a
practitioner of a professibn, a profession being cer-
tain occupations that have certain requirements is
basically a primary purpose. But with-the' adve of
the G.I. Bill right after World War II, we begs to
bring to our campuses people who were preparing
for careers in other than the standard professions.
We vase beginning to turn out businessmen, indus-
trialists, governnlent workerspeople wanted to
learn different kinds of skills which required differ-
ent lands bf skills training.

The question then became not so much "What

*Anne Seitwell is director of Office of Career Planning and Placement at gie University of Georgia.
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are.you going to be?" as "What are you going to
do?" Now either question, "to be" or "to do," is not
a simple one to answer for today's young people.

Perhaps historically, we can look back, to the
time when in the landed gentry the eldest son in-

- herited the title and the property, the next son
probably had to find a life position of service in the
church, perhaps the next one in -military. it was
pretty well designated. This system began to lose
some continuity during the so-called Industrial
Revolution, when Judaic-Christian philosophy.
seemed to hold sway and the church supported the
principle that God created each man for some spe-
cific purpose. And so guidance was given through
the church. It still is, to some extent, in terms of
"What are you going to do with these God-given
talents that you have?"

But 'the responsibility ibii guidance now has
shifted from home and church to the schools. It has
become our responsibility to help young people
make these decisions of life planning or 9ereer.
planning. Students are expected not only to get an
education, a diploma or a degree, but they are also
expected to answer certain questions for -them-
selves; "Who am I ?" identity; "What's this whale
world all about ?'' meaning; "And what am I sup-
posed to do ?" purpose.

- Now very often we ask those questionsin that/
orderand we spend a lot of time on themin that
order.' Actually we should ask the last one first:
"What is our purpose; 'what' are we here to .do?"
That, in turn,-can lead to meaning and to identity.

One of my favorite cartoons in recent tithes is
,the one of Margaret asking Dennis, "What are you

going to do when,you grow up?" And Dennis.an-
swers, "What do you mean, what am I going to do
when I grow up? I don't even know what I'm going
to do this afternoon." Now I submit that if you had
asked Oennis, "What are you going to be?" he
would have answered with either whatever was his
current interest, or his role-model of the moment.
This, then, brings us to the real dilemma between
"to be" or "to do." Tp4y many of our students are
answering the wrong fuestion. They are tryiiig to
come up with what they want to be, only to find-out
that they do not want, to do what it takes to be-
come what it is they waiaed to be.

Now let me make it clear what I am talking
about ilhow,you take learning and experience and
add it to the talents and the time and put it into the
world of work.' Students should ask, "What am I
going to do'today, what,am I going to do tomorrow,
what am Igoing to do next week, ghat am I going
to do 10 years from'now, what am I going to do with
my lif ,

Let me ask you to do that for yourselvetifor a
moment. If someone came up tome and asked me,
"Who are you?" I'd give Mm my name. I think
most of you would, too. But then if heoaid, "No, I
don't mean youi name. Who are your.' I would give
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him my occupation, so would most of you. So in ef-
fect, what you do is what you become, and this is
your identity.

The key question for students, then, is how to
relate that question to manpower and educational
and employment statistics and information. This is
the key. As I said earlier, the career, decision is

Art

a

Anne Seawell

utilizing what' you know about manpower and em-
ployment, the world of work. This is the heart of it.

I am a little distressed sometimes when we talk
about being' "overqualified" or "underemployed"
because what we have done is reverse what we
might call the education-work pyramid. We have
said, "The more you learn, She less you can do."
You -become a specialist and unless you are in that
particular field you are underemployed. Why should
it not be, "The more you learn, the more you can do,
and whEilryou decide to do is a matter df personal
choice."?

I do not Believe that higher education is in such a
bad situation so far as curriculum or discipline is
concerned, or even in our counseling, in terms of
testing and helping students !co evaluate their own
interests -and beliefs. 1 thinV we're in pretty good,
shape. We've WO at this for a long time, we've de-
velopatrk thro4h experts, ancPowe have these
people available.yhat we'don't have is an_under-
standing of the world of work. This is the clue. This
is-the bridge that we need to make. .

There are some things about manpower and em-
ployment statistics and information that we must
make available to our students. I think the study of
supply and demand that Eva Galambos and her

'SREB coworkers did is great, and I'd"like to "com-
mend it to y u in many ways, because one has to
look at th comprehensive approach rather than
just otir onyentional one. Now, what should be in:
clue in this? Students should have ormation

- about our -econonic system and h it works the
demands and also the rewards of a free entetioise
society, the principles of capital investment, the role
of taxes, the role df profit, and hay/ they're inter-;
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woven, and in genera how our free enterprise
system works.

Students should also have an overview of supply
and demand projections, with an understanding of
the limitations and opportunities that are imposed
by the needs of the people and by the availability of
resources. They should have an introduefion to indi-
vidual employerseducation, business, industry, or
governmentat all levels. This should include such
things as size, location, services, products, how they
operate whom they hire. t

In most of the things I've been reading recent-
ly, even though we're getting more and more into
career education, very little has been written
about the nature of the employer. It seems to me it's
exactly like teaching young people how to make mar-
riage a success and never introducing them to the
opposite sex. I think we've got to introduce our stu-
dents to the world of work, and that means not just
general introduction but informationbetter infor-
mation...L.:about beginning jobs; requirements, quali-
fications, prospects for the luture, and some empha-
sis on alternative routes. Here again,/the broader
the education base. the better choice of an alterna-
tive a person has. Students must also be awari-
bf the mundane, everyday, routine aspects of work,
the'ressures and demands of every jobthings like
giT,v-to balance a checkbook, and how-to get to work
at 8:00 and stay till 5:00. It's amazing how many stu-
dents' find, after the freedom of a college campus,
how difficult it is to stick with the routines of a
regular working day.

Just as a great library is central to a great aca-
demic program, so a great career planning and
placement_center is central to a strong program of
career counseling. central ca eer planning and in-
formation center is needed to Srve as the repository
of this kind of, information, anti it should be strong.
For instance, all disciplines can benefit from broad
information, and perhaps it's -oversimplifying to
point this out. You go to med school to be a doctor,
you go,to law school to be a lawyer, and you can go
to almost any kind of school to go to work for govern-

I anent or business somev,there. An employer does not
directly relate to an academic school.

Colleges and universities should very definitely
provide these comprehensive career planning and
placement centers, just as they provide a well-
'stocked library, filled not only with the, day-to-day
materials for student use; but with those rare acqui-
sitions that may remain on the shelf unused Um
many.years but are available when the time comes.

Those of us in career planning and placement
work with a lot of these day-to-day jobsthe ac-
countants, .the engineers, the teachers,4he things

(-.

that are in big demand. But then those unusual jobs
come alotig, the kind we keep on the shelf because
nobody really meets that qualification every ,year.
Then you suddenly fiad the.student who does, So just
as the library has to have things that are used eery
day, many times, as well as those that are used once
every five years, you'll- find information in a career
planning and placement office just as yaried. From
the practical point of vietv, how are you going.to do
all these things? I emphEisize the most important
one, information. This information changes daily. It,
needs to be kept up-to-date.

There are ways of helping students get this infor-
mation, either in conjunction with or outside' the
formal curriculum through personal and group
counseling by persons who know and Understand
the world of work, what it expects, what it has to
offer, and hoW to get in. We should also prdvide ex-

- periential opportunities, because this is the best
way a student can learn some of these things. This
means pant-time work while in school, -co-ops, in-
ternithips, and seminars. There are many forms of
,going out and actually finding out what it's all about.

Students will also need exposure to and training
in the skills that are needed to locate, pursue, and
secure employment. This includes interviewing
skills, resume, writing, letter writing, and planning
a job campaign. I think our college students are be-
ginning to, get away from the concept that 'jobs are
going to Coma find them, they may have to go find a
job.

And students should ,bh provided with oppor-
tunities to meet and talk with employers about jobs.
There are a lot of ways we can do this. One of the
SREB reports on academic and career counseling
touches on much of -this, and I commend'it to you.
One way is that faculty memberi become career
counselors. We shouldn't want to try to make ca-
reer counselors out of every faculty member. But
we should have some faculty members, not every
one, become career experts concerning work in
specific fields. Here again, I go back to my library
analogy,. I think that we want to have our faculty
understand where practicpl information is avail-
able and hoiv to use it.

There is .no way to build a true and strong
society except by' educating true and strong men
and women. There is no way to have a healthy and
prosperous, purposeful nation except to have
healthy, prosperous, niairposeful individuals. As we
look to .our,graduates td build our bridg'es and ow;
cathedrals for the future, we mist remember that
the stronger and batter fhe foundations, the more

.-/-useful and more beautiful the bridges and cathe-
drals. Society needs both.
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;Education ag, a State Priority

Ralph D. Turlfngtoa*"

Our topic is education as a state priority, and one
of the issues we will discuss is competition among
'the various elements of education for legislative ap-
propriations. But I can't resist making a few com-
ments which are not in the mainstream, but are
still related to the central idea, name* "education'
as a state priority.' Each one-of our state constitu- -
lions has provisions for state responsibility for edu-
cation, but if you read the- United States Constitu-
tion;. you won't 'ever / see the word "education."
Education is a state, not Ei federal, responsibility. In
my judgment, it is the greatest single responsibility
state government has. Do we want the responsibility -
for education to lie with the federal government? I
believe each of us would agree that we don't. One (
of the great strengths in America is the restraint of
governmental powers.

Our diversity of government, and the fact that
the states have been a central part of government
in America since our establishment, are two of the
great traditions that have sustained this nation. We
have a system of checks end balances and, in my.
judgment, state responsibility for education is one
of the important checks and balances that we, as
state officials, shqulti insist be continued.

We are a diverse country. We have many re-
ligious and ethnic groups. We' doh't seek to control
the thoughts of our citiOins. We miestion ur lead-
ers. We question our government. Do we want ani
educational system that is centrally controlled? Do
we want a national curriculum for our systems of
public. education? When we examine our fong-

.

range values and the intellectual strength and
security of our diversity, I think we will say that,
"Yes,' education has been,.is, 'and should continue
to be a state responsibility."

Local authority within each state is important,
but determinations of where, how and when are Sit
by the state, ihrough'state laws and through state

itstitutions. How this is done should be deter-
ed by each state. We should remember that we

have federal and state copstitutions only, and that
the relationship between state and local govern-
ments is an issue of state strategy and state polity,
and not of federal poliCf

Education, as a state priority,, is the highest
0.

*Mr. Turlington is Florida Commissioner of Education, and pe
ber of leedeghip posts including Speaker of the House.
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state priority. As our E(otiety becomes more com-
plek, as our individual material and emotional well,
being become more dependent on knowledge or
skills obtained through education, we will find that

"Education ... is the .greatest
single responsibility state gov-
ernment`has."

our responsibility for education. is growing, not
diminishing

f*paraphrased a quotation that I particularly
want you to note: "The state that turns its back on,
or faces its education responsibilities and needs
with only faint-hearted commitment, ir not worthy
to be numbered among the kingdoms of good gov-
ernment." (Third-Chronicles, 3:15)

All of our state constitutions refer weducation.
For exam*, the Florida Constitution says that
"Adequate provisions shall be made by law for a
uniform system of free public schools and for estab-
lishment, maintenance,'and operatipn of institutions
of higher learning and other public education pro-
grams that the needs of the people may require." It
is the legislature's responsibility to make provisions
for that.f

Our'discussions here today and yesterday have
been excellent, I thought the statistical summary on,
higher education in 1985 by the SUB staff was ex-
cellent the figures were realistic and well-
illustrated. The only place where I quarrel with

nthem is in that part dealing with Florida. I frankly
do not believe that the enrollment forecasts for
Florida colleges and universities will be realized. I
think we have overestimated our future enroll-
ments. I don't mean to diminish the role of educa-
tion in the future, because education is most criti-
cal to our long-range interests. But I do believe that

e will not have as many people to deal with, in the
traditional ways, as we've had in past years. I re-
cently learned that there are about 1,300- institu-
tions in America preparing students td teach in
public schools. When you read enrollment forecasts
you wonder what each of these institutions is doing

rued in the Florida legislature.for 24 years. holding a num-
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to prepare for what's going to occur. These same
institutions were sent questionnaires and three -
fourths of these 1,300 institutions reported that
they did not anticipate declines in their enrollment.
It seems that declines are always going to be sotnee,-
place else.

We are clearly experiencing significant changes
in our enrollment The patterns olollment are
important, too. Enrollments in the re are going
to be shifting. In Florida when we discuss enroll-
ment increases, ,we're talking about increases
largely in urban Centers, Take Atlanta for example,
where you have two -state institutions, Georgia
Tech and Georgia State University. The types of
programs at Georgia State will unquestionably ac-
count for a much higher proportion of 'college en-

_

rollment than hp been the Base in the past. Total
full-time-equivalent (FTE) enrollment is going to be
quite different than it has beenNhe age pattern of
FTE's will move upwardit has already changed
greatly from traditional palaerns. find. that
many cost factors will differ from those in the past.

Now let's talk for a moment about enrollment in
the public school system. As a person who has run
for elective office 14 times I've learned that .when
you Want to illustrate a principle, talk about
someplace that is far away. I'm from Gainesville,
Florida, and ear Gainesville is Gilchrist County, a
very small c. ty in population. But I never used
Gilchrist Co to illustrate a point when I was in
Gainesville. I uld always talk about Liberty
County, which est of Tallahassee, almost 200
Milei away. And, when I'm in Tallahassee I never
refer to Liberty County I refer to Gilchrist. The
reason I'm telling you this is because I want to talk
about Illinois.

Illinois has experienced a declining birthrate
and has studied this situation as thoroughly as any
state I know: State officials there conducted. some

"No state is immune to what is
occurring deMographicall/ in
this country...". .

very serious studies about declining 'enrollments in
the public schools. Those who don't 'believe that
these figuiea will hit home had better think again..
For those who are from Florida, a "growth" state,
I'd point.out that we have 67 counties, and that this
past year 28 of them lost public school enrollment.
No state is immune to what is occurring-Aeme-
graphically in this country, including Florida.

. I quote from a mt- of their study written in
1074: "Live birttrefee. hi Illinois 'peaked in 1959 at
239,871. Afterlrmost 14 years of uninterrupted de-
cline, live births for the past thiee years have sta-
bilized at 1,000. But' data indicate a birthrate of
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between 1.8 - 1.9 children per female of child-
bearing agea rate comparable to the national. av-
erage, and below-the 2.1 -rate considered necessary
to maintain zero population growth. But by 1976 or
1977, the number of live births should begin an up-
ward trend."

We have not yet experienced any significant
changes in our birthrate, and you can examine our
elementary and junior high enrollments in public
and private schools, and see that our high school
enrollments today are it a peak. We're soon going
to have some empty high schools. Also, college and
university enrollments, unless a much higher pro-
portion of persOns continue their postsecondary
education, are going down. Increasing our facili-
ties must be very carefully planned. In some places
our facilities are overbuilt. Nevirtheless, there will
be growth in education to meet need.

There will always be things useful that persons
of ability and good training can do: Let me refer
again to Minciis. As enrollment declined for:seve#1
years they did not reduce their fElbultY; they lin-
prov)k their teacher-pupil ratio. This past yedr,
however, after several years of declining enroll-
ment. the' actual number of public school instruct
tional personnel in Illinois declined by some 3,000.
Although Illinoilns fourth from the top in declining
enrollments; this type of problem lies ahead in
many of our states and in its of all of them. They
used declining enrollment in Illinois to improve
theii teacher-pupil ratio. One might asks "Has this
improved edutation in the state of Illinois ?" I can't
answer that, except that I believe frhat it has im-
proved it Over what it would otherwise have been.

There is no question that we are going to be
faced with-very difficult decisions about what to do
with those higher education' facilities that have
been used for teacher training. I believe that it is
important to continue to inject new bloodto con-
tinue lo have some of the freshness and vitality of
young teachersin our public schools.

We shcluld now be able to give tomorrow's chil-
dren the opportunity to receii the best public edu-
cations children have ever had. We've always used
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the excuse before that trained people just weren't
ow/gable. We can't us2 that excuse any mote. We
have plenty of adulits. The scarcest resource we
have in Ainerica today, relatively speaking, is
children. If we want to talk about what our future
wine like, we can't be satisfied with the quality of
education these past' years. We must insist on
better programs for bur tladren than we've settled
for in the past. I am confident our schools will
greatly improve lithe period ahead.

We speak about limited funds being available
and at any given tune that is true. All,of us have
dealt with appropriations and worked with a fixed
number of available dollars. That's the short run.
In the long run, what you do as legislatorsas
state policymakers depends largely on what your
constituents are willing to support. I call it, "Where
your treasures are, there will your heart be also." If
your treasure really is providing a good educe-

, tional,program (which I think we can well afford to
do) for the limited number of children who will be
entering our public schools, there is no reason whY
states can't provide the best educational program
we've ever had. We must acknowledge now that
many of the generation which came in such great
numbers following World WarII were educational-
41, shortchanged. With the 'reduced birthrate, our
best option is quality. We don't have quantity any
more. There's no excuse for us not to provide the
best resources for this group of children\coming
along. I recognize that it is difficult to get the pub-

. lic to support much of anything right now, and I
thought our legislature did as well as we might rea-
sonably have anticipated, although it could _have
been better. Of course, they point out that we could
do our job a whale . of a lot better with the'
'resources we have, too. It cuts both ways. We
should, and must, make excellent and frugal use of
tho resources that we have. aWe should insist on a day's work for a day's
pay. We should also insist on better quality than
we have had in recent years. If we do this, we'll im-
prove the quality of our school programs signifi-
candy in the years ahead.

One of the points I want to raise is the issue of
conipetition between higher education and K-12 ed-
ucation, especially for the so-called limited tax

.dollars. .

Part of my responsibility as Commissioner of Ed-
ucation is to take a leadership or advocacy role in
securing resources to carry out ouf responsijtlity
to provide educational ifrograms. I've never looked
at thingin terms of what is dpneaa being ab-
solutely fixed. People will pay for something if they
think they're going to get their money's worth or if
they see the need for it. Competition between uni-
versities and between public schools is the type of

.competition that exists in the sense of the short-runr,
but not in the long run. 1 was in the insurance
Wildness and there's a lot of difference between
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one kind of insurance and another-between, say,
life insurance and casualty insurance. There's
plenty of room for specialization. But when some-
one begins talking abtfut how the insurance indus-
try has failed to do this or that, you suddenly find

at just because.someone might be tfilking about
h alth insurance, then anything that uses your

me is a knockor a boost.
You encounter the seine situation in illucetton..

If you knock what happens in universities, or what
happens in community colleges, or vocational or
K-12 educationthat's a knock at all of education.
In the public's mind, it's a loser as far as we're
concerned. Boosts about education are the same
way. You find that cooperating and selling educa-
tion, together, is more beneficial for everyone than
knocking each other. I've learned abolit various
schools in colleges and universities that are going
to be competing with each other. Unquestionably
some schools will experience enrollment declines.
The Superintendent in Illinois commented that he
had a problem explaining to his legislature about
how, when you have fewer students, you still need
as much moneyplus the inflation increaseas
you needed before. Yesterday, you heard about
marginal costs. Marginal costs are only 20 percent
of the total costs. Enrollments will be declining in
many fields and at many of our institutions, so
handling that problem will be very difficult-And
'you, as legislators, will have to make decisions that
are very difficult.

Lefts talk briefly about who's representing
which districtwhich is brbught to mind by a com-
ment from a legislator this morning that he repre-
sented a distrigt in which there had been an excel-
lent school primarily devoted to teacher training.
Now, because everyone else has gone to teacher
training and .4tecause everyone is going to be
cutting teacherai. nin g programs, I gathered that
he felt it was unfair for institutions historically in
the business to be treated like those who were
Johnny-come-lately schooP: Dialogs like this are
going to come up! But from a perspective generally
supporting education, it doesn't benefit anyone. to
knock one level of education vis-a-vis another. Our
approach has been for everyone to find their best
holds, hassile :with each other, and to sell their
phase of the' program and their needs. Then we
also try to sell the overall concept of education.

I'm satisfied that that's the best way for us the
Department of Educationto handle ourselves.

In, the long run, we do not compete between
higher educatiorr and public education for the same
dollars. We compete for the 6onfidence 'and com-
mitment of ouritizene to support both. In our ever-
increasingly complex socit3ty, our investments in
education for human values and security will re-
quire increased economic and human resources: To
fail to meet this requirement is to turn downhill in
our communities, our states and in our country.
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Two Views on Collective Bargaining

"When you organize faculty
through collective bargain-
trig all you can have left in a
university ...is something
more closely resembling a
factory than a university."

John R. Silber*
*Dr Silber is president of Bostofi University. '

It is my pleasure to have been invited to address
this group. I had very frequent contact with legisla-
tors in my years in Texas and I came to admire and
deeply respect those who engage in politics. at a
level close enough to their constituencies to know the
meaning of responsibility and tb experience the
"tremble" factor. The "tremble" factor is a term
developed by the economist Rosenstein-Roden to
describe a situation in which one has something to
lose as a possible consequence of the decisions he
reaches. I 'would use as an examine the Roman
engineer, who was typically placed beneath an
arch he designed and constructed while its scaf-
folding was being removed. If the arch held, the
engineer had a continuing career, but if it did not,
there was no problem of raising his malpractice
insurance rates. It was a self-corrective system.
There is much of that in politics at the state level. A

shared sense of responsibility that legislators and
college presidents have, and their acute Etva4ability
to their constituencies, give us something in co on.

The issue of collective bargaining ii of critical
' (cotitinued. on page 38)

"(Faculty area) probably the
mosf unlikely group to ever
organize into a union in the
history of the labor
movement"

# Robert Nielsen*
. *Dr Nielsen is director of the Colleges and Universities

Department of the American Federation of Teachers.

It is inevitable dint our top Collective Bargaining
in Higher Education, hils generated much confusion
and debate. Institutions of higher leatnita3 are very
strange animals, described recently by someone as
a collection of medieval fiefdoms connected by a
common heating plant. A to that rather acerbic
definition - the , provocati words, "organizing,
unionizing, bargaining, impasse, strike, etc.", and
much trouble could properly be anticipated.

In the minds of many, these ingredients shouldn't
mix; or at the very beat, should result in a sour
mixture indeed. Much to these cynics' dismay,
however, this orks quite well on many cam-
buses where, col. bargaining is a fact of life.
The agreements ached on these campuses rep.
resent union coverage of about 25 ,percent of the
faculty and professional staff throughout the coml.:
try. And, surprisingly, this all happened over a
brief nine-year period. By any measure that's
incredible /growth, but when viewed from this
perspective, it's amazing: forty years after passage
of the Wagner Act only 30 percent of industrial,

(continued on page 42)
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Silber continued from page 37

importance for higher etclucation both in the state
sector and independent sector. I do not use the
categories "public" and "private" sector. All
higher educationwhether in the independent
sector or in the taxpayer-supported sectoris pub-
lic education. We educate the public at Boston Uni-
versity; they educate the public at Trinity Univer-
sity in San Antonia; Tulane ecificates the 'public.
There is no university or college that does not edu-

"Have we inadvertently
slipped into collective bar-
gaining for faculty members
or lave we done it with our
eyes open?"

k

cate the public. The question is, "Does the institu-
tion subsidize the taxpayer as in the independent
sector, or does the taxpayer subsidize the institu-
tion as in the State sector?" The independent sector
of higher edlication in the United States subsidizes'
the taxpayer at the rate of about six or seven
billion dollars each year. The taxpayer subsidizes
the state sector,* a much larger amount, roughly
20 billion dollars. The decisions we make with
regard to collective bargaining in higher education
particularly with collective bargaining as it re-
lates to faculty membersare going to have a pro-
found influence on the future of both sectors of
higher education.

No one argues industrial trade unionism is not
needed, for before the Wagner Act there was ex-
ploitation in the United States that cried for cor-
rection. All of us who know the history of the in-
dustrialization of this country or any other recog-
nize that industrialization can cause very great
human suffering and often profound social injustice.

The question that we must ask is: Have we in-
advertently dipped into collective birtgaining for
faculty members or have we done it with our eyes
open? I understand the increasing pressure faced
by each legislature to pass legislation guarantee;
ing collective bargaining for all state employees.
But I wonder whether faculty members are really
state "employees" in The state institutions. It seems
to' me quite consistent to argue that the National
Labor Relations Act (NLRA) should apply to "uni-'
versities as institultons while maintaining that it
was never any_part of the intention of the NLRA to
apply it to faculty members, because of the very
distinct nature oftheiremployment.

Now, if fon* ask me, "Do farmworkers need the
protection of a labor union?", my answer is an em-
phatic yes. I don't think-the farmworker can be pro-
tected adequately without collective bargaining. He
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is nbt well : cated, he Certainly is not articulate,
and ha : nd economic reserves he is dependent
each forchts daily bread and the daily bread of
his family. These are not .circumstances in which
the individual is well prepared to stand alone.

But faculty are, by dermition and by condition Of
their employment, the most' articulate and the best
educated of allnot merely ornary people, but of
'professional groups. The averageph.D. has spent,
more time in the classroom, haereed more books,
has written more than the average ,graduate of a
law school, than the average graduate of a medical
schoiol, than any other professional. The extraordi-
nary background and education of ites e individuals
sets them apart. Secondly, nearly all of them make
their living teaching. And if they are compeient to
teach, they are c6mpetent to articulate theif ideas.
NoW, these individuals cannot claim to be alienated.
What are they alienated from? They are required
by the administration to do precisely this: to study,
to write, and to teach in that area of human investi-
gation that they personally and indiiridually decided
they were interested in. And the persons with
whom they have to deal are exciting, bright, intelli-
gent, hard working, young students who aspire to
greater knowledge and ability in the areas in which
these individuals sail' they were interested: I find
no text on alienation in the writings of Marx that
fits the situation of the preigeor. In reading
Gompers' Op Trade Unionism, I fa .to see how pro-
fe ors resemble the carpenters, The bricklayers,
the craftsmen, that Gompers was concerned about.
Npr, I think, would John L. Lewis find that profes-
sors are alienated from themselves and thilir self-
development in the way in which, persons who work
in the dark mines and suffer) from black lung and
other diseases are. We have to recognize that p
fessors are simply not alienated.

Secondly, we have to ask, "Do they suffer from
exploitation?" Now, from 1910 to 1950 the average
full professor in the. United'Statesthat is, the per-
son who' went into acadetnic life and achieved the
height of his professionearned in 1975- value
$13,000 a year. In 1975, $13,000 was the median,ln-

-come in the United States. That is, for a period of .
40 years the perk% ,who chose academia as his-
way of life did not maka,below, but neither did he
make above the average in compensatibn. And his
compensation we, a very different kind. It con-
sisted in his 'Being asked to work approximately 30
weeks out of the year with 22 weeks for his blip'
personal dkvelopment and fulfillment. He was asked
to teach anywhere from five ip six courses a
semester back in 1910, down to two or three
courses per semester at the present time He was
'asked to study, to write, to ensure hIr own self-
'development, and to be concerned for students.
And he was left pretty much on his own as to how
he accomplished his professional responsibilities. It
was the quality of life it was the bature of the
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a
pursuit, it was the attractiveness of the pundit of
truth, and it was the attractiveness of explaining
ideas to others that drew people into academia. .

Beginning about 1950 with the sudden expansion
of higher education following the enactment of the
G.I. Bill, things began to change. By 1960, the aver-
age fu$ professor's compensation was up to about
$18,000 a year, then in 1970 it had reached about
$20,000 or $22,000, and by 1975 had reached
approximately $25,000 per year. Now if we differ- .
entiate between kinds of institutions, the average
compensation for full professors_ is about $28,000 in
universities. It is around $24,000 in the four-year
colleges, and it is around $22,000 in the junior
colleges. These salaries are what a person can ex-
pect whenhe reaches the toof his profe sion, ad-
justed to 1975 dollars.

This means that, instead of being at the dian
of American. life, full professors in um rsities
stand- in approximately the upper five p ent of
American wage earners. those in four-yor ollegee
in the up er 10 percent and those in junio colleges
in the up er 12 to 15 percent. If this represents ex-
ploitation, then everybody is exploited. We are talk-
ing about those withija the top 12 percent of per-
sonal-Income in one of the richest nations pn earth.
These individuals are fortunateindeed live in a
state of luxury by any historical standard. The idea
that the faCulty is being exploited is preposterous.

I read in the neWspaper this morning that bil-
lions of dollars in wait* plans in American indus-
try are unfunded, thus exposing workers 'to a grave
risk of ruin in their retirement. By contrast, in aca-
demia, most universities and colleges have fully-
funded retirement programs. -

So we are not talking of the cla ssic bases of
trade unionismalienation and exploitation. Rather,
we are talking about what happent to individua
when, by beco'ming so well-to-do relative to t
former standards of their profession, their idea
and their concerns begin to change.

-

"A faculty membeitodayilf4
m- ore in common with dri in-
surance salesman or with a ,
middle management business
executive than he does with a
professor of 25 years ago."

A faculty member.today has more in common
with an insurance salesman or with a middle man-
agement business executive than he .does with the
professor of 25 years ago. it is not merely that

.pciwer tends to corrup and absolute power tends
to corrupt absolutelyit is that money changes
one's attitwles. As Jesus said, "Where a man's
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treasure is, there will his heart be also." And once
professors found that they could make good by
doing good, they became increasingly interested in
making good and less intexested in doing good. And
I think this change in faculty= attitude must be
recognized. Faculty are using an intelligence which
is vastly above average. Let no one claim the aver-
age professor is a stupid man. He is a highly intelli-
gant me,eactlie is imaginative enough to wonder
whether there are drays that he can manipulate the
NLRA to his own advantage. And this is precisely

"The idea that the faculty is be-
ing exploited is prepokerous."

what faculties are doing:, trying tor an incrased
' share In the governance of the universities. At the

for the banner of
abandon the collegiaL pattern of rational persuasion

don the picket' lineyou have changed radically`
th nature of the situation.

The National Labor, Relations Board (Iii.11B)
stayed away from universities and collegerifIrr
many years. And then in the'COrilell case the
came in because; for a variety of paradoxical rea-
sons, all parties wanted them in. Why did every-
body want them in? Because in 1969 the state legis-
lature of New vtrk Decided to include under their
labor law Ela,state emplbyees, and that rneant,that
the employees of Cornell U,niverstty as a partially
state institution now fell within the jurisdiction of
the stare labor board. The Cornell persontiel Alice
said, "Well, if we're goirn et have to deal with a
litbr board, we'd a 1pt r 41 with the NLRB,
thari 'deal- with the state labor board." And . so
everyoni within Cornell decided, "We'll get 'to-
gether with the union and we'll all petition for the
NLRB." And the NLRB extended jurisdiction to
Cornellas a whole. It extended its jurisdiction over

Cornell employees even though no one claims
'`that th'eNLRA Was ever intended to cover faculty.
.No sooner had it taken jurisdiction then irtegan
treat the academy by analogy with industry, even
though the academy was so different as to make
this poll* deeply disruptive. The NLRB had no ex-
perience with higher education, which became ap-
parent as its various regions made highly incon-
sistentrulings aboftesuch matters as the.status of
part-time faculty and department chairmen. The
NLRB adjudicates Matters ad tioc case by case,
there are no reliable .nationally ,consistent policies,
and the chaos continues.

The NLRB has strayed far from the purpose of
the NLRA, which was to contain conflict. Now, by
ihe inconsistency of its rulings, it is creating havoc.
Part of the reason for this is its ignorance about
higher education. We can see this by contrastfng
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NLRB handling of non-academic areas within high-
et education. We have had no difficulty., with °

NLRB in handling cases involving janitors, A janitor
in a-utiivnaity is, in my judgment, essentially,in-
'distinguishable from a janitor in a buSiness. Anttif
you can have the labOr organization for a jallitor in
business, I see no reason why you can't have it- for
one in a hospital or for 'one in a university. But to
talk about unionizing faculty is to talk about some-
thing fPr which the "categories of the industrial
model ly do not fit. is the faculty member a
supervi So far as I know,.no considefation has
yet bee iven to the supervisory relation' of the
faculty member, nor to employees such as 'secre-
taries and other faculty in whichlt is clear there is
a supervisory role,' t with regard to the 'student.
And why? Becau suppose, 'in its lack of ex-
pertise the NLRB s of the student as a cus-
tomer: The student is merely a customer of alp
university: The studen happens fo bethe raw ma-
teriali'part of the raw materabout of which the
Work of the university iS done. Not only is the stu--
dent raw material, the student is. also the final
product, in a sense, pf what the -university does.
And the student is the customer, The s dent is
of_these.'

BU't also ,a p art of what is 'done at the uniier-..e:
city is 'done with the raw matefiai of 'faculty who
blend their raw material'ihto their daily work to
produce books. articles,. Tect40%, and the fest,
which. are.also the product of-The tmiversity. Now
the faculty member is designing a product of the
university. He and he alone in many cases decides

-everything Which, is to be dons in an individual

*course.
I never taught a course in whic I'did note'`

41ha personal and individual .respo.nsibility in de-
t would be included among the readings,

ai4 many pets would be- required, who would
read'the.pepers().vho would evaluate' the igipers,

,and what grades would be given the student
All,ophosecuarketing decisions about acquiii-

tion Of raw Material cuistomers, the evtilu 'on
is
s,

.in 'presenting cases because. they simply io not
know enough about universities Ito knoW how to
present them.

At Boston University the American Association'
of University Professors (AAUl) knew perfectly
well that earlier in another case kargued for lie
unity of the university, for keeping the universi*

.together, for recognizing the solidarity of interests
of all faculty in the university. But My recognized
that at Boston University if fey trice tcrorganize on
that basiskhey would he defeated: Sothey peeled
off the medical school; they peeled off the dental
school, they peeled off the law school. What do
these-have to do with the University? Those have
very different interests, the AAUP claimed.. Tliey
ignored the literally hundreds of courses 15eing
taught on out` main campus by medical ald dental
faculty, the number of law profesiors teaching

Aourses in the College of Liberal Arts, the number
of courses takee-by law students in the College of
Liberal Arts and in the School of Medicine, the
number of courses taught in the, College of Liberal
Arts taken by'medical students, 9tc. They ignored
all of those relationships-sad interrelationships, not ,

because of any rati8nErle, but balkuse this was
what'they had to do if they wanted to win. When it
"came time for the 'election they chose two weeks
after classes were (her! You codldn't get away
with that in an/industrial context. You can't. even
hold an election on Sunday orFon Saturday, unless
those are regular work days, But they held it two
weeks lete.'Shortly thereafter the NLRB held 'that

'no election should, be held within 30 days of the be-
inning or end of the school yea. Only a minority
f the gerrymandered unit voted. Only 46 percent

-of the faculty was contained in the unit itself. Our
pad- jme employeel,Iven if they had been working
for tl university for 20 years, were excluded:De-
partment chairmen were included despite the fact
that they'are as much- a part of monagement as the
president of the university. With all of these con
fusions,,tlay sodght their advantage and a minority
of 20 percent of the fadtrity of Boston University
voted for the union.
i The collegial-Model is destroyed when 20 per-
cent of your facultV disenfran4hises all the faiiilty-
of the law school, the medical school, the dental`
school and ,Iells, them they don' really count. It is
also destroyed when 'they disenTranchise
part4t. line faculty- on which eftry great university
depends far. continuing substantial parts of its
enterprise.

President Horne, at Santa Barbara, is criticized ,
beicausp he is sAid to be running his university like
a fadtory. Wher you organize faculty, through col:
lectiva bargaining all you can hE4e left 'in a univer-
sity, in myjudgment, is ethin ore' closely re-
sembling a factory t a u ersi . The unions, of
course,re ly assert that y Wish to5 .rettin all

.the pregen collegial governance do top of the

and remqval,d- oust
sonfetimes Wrong

mers, .saying the custon3e
11 of.these marketing decisio

highilevel policy ions, were made by antordi-1
aiy assistant professor! -

e model ,of industrial manufacture pimply,
make: db sense in the context of a university. The,

. mcicleto rofessional -activity. of the relations* of
a lawyer to 'a client, or of _a dostor to patient,
makes. very little-sense in the context Of a univer-
sity. "Policy tleciii ns of the most profound sorts-
determining the pu pose, the mission, The tibality of
what goes on.in university are made by people
as far down se teaching. assistants, as' instructors,
as assistant and associate professors. And none of
this.subtlety has come out in any, of tha decisions

.which have been reached because the NLRE$simjik
ly has no experience or competence in this area.
And often the labor counsel, able cur they ate,igail
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'dustrial model. Indeed; they -try to use the industrial,
modelto increase their, advantages within ..the
legidl -model, by iiificing faculty on the Truster
and by strengthening the role of faculty se tes
and the like. On this ,score, the NLRB ha: been
quite' clear- sighted, maintaining that collet«. ve bar-
gaining cannotte compelled except wi egard to
economic issues. Unions may premix voters ina
reprekentation el' I a : re, going to bar-
gain on goyernan , b -t 1, cannot guarantee That

.

"Th*trouble with an arbi-
trator is dt.the tremble faCtor
...He wag to be sure to make

).a decision in such a wad that
he, will be inkited. bacle..:,,"

. .

."Joe Green wrote the finest '13001(10n the American
Colonial- period that appeared in the last 10

. leers and Bill Jones hai written an incompetent
piece of trash. Let's 'promote the one and let's fire
the oth

is the way you.evaluate within the univer-
sity' and 4t has nothing to do with colleciivity. One
English professor is not* like any other English
professor, much less like every other English pro-
fessor. Whereas; you can say one peyson who puts
In a windshield of a Ford automobile is very like
someone yvho 'puts a windshild into a Buick or .a
Cadillac. There is a basis for collective assessment
of work and productivity in industry in a way that
is qotpresent in arunivegoity. a

When we understand what we-are dealing with
in universities, we have to decide, "Do.we scant to
destroy them? Do we want to transform them into
so thing radically different from whiit they were

and something that weraify not want at all
after wehave achieved this tr formation? Or ado
we want-to say `Stop!'?" °

It would seem to me that the legislators' in this
kVountry ought to,thin profoundly on The questionof

whether there should be trade unionismcollective
bargainingfor public, employees. And the reason
why I question this is not because II don't think
some public employees need unions'. I agree they
may need to have some kind of protect*.

But what worries me about it' is *hether the
"tremble'-factor applies to `those who grant the
demands. They are not spending their Owb money,
Thdy are spending the taxpayers' mbne. That is
veryikfferent phenomenon from the owners of the
FordMotor Comoany declding give a i%/eie
increase to the whAers at Ford Motor Compd..'
But that is a,techftal problem. I still recognize -

that: there%-have to tke unions and cAllective bar-
gaining for some clasies of state employees. Why,
however, need there be any 'right to collective .
bargaining fort fdculty1members ,in universities? I
think faculty members 'should be waled -serious .
questions; "Are yOu an individual? Do you find
yourself well-ednbated enough and sufficiently ar-
ticulate to mate your ease with regard ro whalkyou .*

are w rth; 'th regard to what you should be paid,
with regard to, the competence that you exhibit?"
Or, Are 'y9u a mental beiket case and so inarti-
ulq . that .you' are absohately Indefensible;,efert
from the protection of a shop stews d?" If i faculty
inem r claims the, fermei, heed 't need a unidn..
If a culty member claims the et, he should be
fireciskon the basis ,of, his self-confessed incom-
petence,

. thirill. The have no support in lawsor in ,

practice for Mich a-pledge. 4 .

. Iffechlties find this.uptietting, it is becausvthey
don't understand that you cannot work both sides
of the street successfully: ey can enjoy their
route "free of sufitlieliente. free of examine-
tion, to pursue their own work and their Awn
sell-dexielepment and the self-deveropment of their
students in 'Bit remarkably sensitive and "domp,lex-/-
relationship known as the university" Or 'they ca'n
go clown to Sears Roebuck, bill; Themselves a blue
shirt learn the Word tos "Jtie Hill," and come back

-as members of a trade union. They must make up
Their minds what they wapt,to be. Now if one wants

-,.. to be a trade unionist, then I 'think& one should
recognize what ibually goes with it. Featherbedding
has been. a part of-trade unionism ha the*United

*States, and featherbedding spells bankruptcy. ,
,f There- is no way thaf. universities can become a t

financially viable through. the addition of trade
Onions. A university is either excellent or its not

rthy pf thehame. Nobody calls a university into
tence in orda to .have something neldiocre. If

y ing tolave higher education, by defini-:
ti as to be higher than, - something. Our
concern for qu lity meths that we have a concern ..

for advancing e best. ' e .

. Now how do you tell ,,i'vho is the best in an
.. ,

academic 'situation? 14 is not by having q shun r .
steward come in and say, "I want an increase of

C..15 an hour for everybody." It is by having
email vkaf presidents 'and provosts and de-
partmett-hairmen and senior professors examining "
one another and their junior colleagirsand sayihg, ,
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Nielsen continued from page 374

;Workers are organized; but in only nine years, 25
percent of college professors are organized. o.

There are, of course, some basic differences
between industrial bargaining and yrhat I'm, going
to torn academic bargaining.

. One of the principal differences i$ this: In the
industrial sector, organized labor and the employer
are adversaries; in the- academic. sector, organized
labor, the college administration and the 'campus
union have many common goalsamong these is
1;ontinued high quality accessible higher education.

No one ever claimed that the United- Auto
Workers war a friend of Ford, or Chrysler, or
General Motors. Conversely, a stiopg case could be
made that we wouldn't hive public education in
this ,country all we know it without thehtrong
suppoit of organized labor over the years.

I can't recall a' single instance in which
AFL-CIO has lobbied against bills for higher
cation. It's a friend of education. When Iftalk a
organized labor; Ingo not mean the National
cation AssociatioWhich is a vested self-inter
group. I'm talking.about the AFL-CIO.

In discussing the fundamental difference in
relhtionships between industrial bargaining and
what's going on in education, I'd like to point out
some common misconceptions. There is 'a tendency,
1 think, to believe that collective bataining is of
revolutionary movement -on the campuses led by
wild jyed, long-haired, bearded, dissident,
content junior faculty. I assure you it is not. The
American Council on Education did a survey about
three years ago in which they prqfiled the typical
college professor. It's no surprise toAe women in
th audience that the typical profess& is a he. He's
over 40. He's tenured. 's politically conservative
and religious on to that. This description also
fits the typical-college faculty union member. If you
go' to a faculty. union meeting, that's whb you're
going to sit next to. It's probably the most unlikely
group to ever °ionize ingke Union in the history of
the labormovement. In fact, most would deny that
they're participating as members of the labor
movement even 'though they bargain. Most don't
even want to 'be called emplasiees. It's not an
egalitarian movement that is, where all faculty
should' be leveled: one fa'Culty, one" 'rank, one
salary. Faculty, in my experience, even in those
institutions that have bargained for quite some time,

/want to preserve the fact 'that universities are
maritocracies. Apd it's more than just lip service.
They want tfiht built info the contracts.

You knovr the old mythology that warget a
eamptis and come 'with a station wagon fulrof slick
literature and organize? Well, it jb,st 'isn't true.

_ College faculties essentially are organizing the&
selves With- very little.assistanee from any of the

b national organize-ticks( It is not a revolutionary

as
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forceit is fundameally a conservative ftioce on
the campuses. Faculty want to maintain the status
quo or maybe roll it back a few years to some
period back in time( where they thought they had
more control, or more power than they now have'
over the future of the institution.

One of the problems with this whole topic is,that
we have divorced the concepts of collective bar-
gaining for faculty, and my contention is that's only
part of what you want to. look at. There was an old
slogan: Agitate, educate, and organize, In the labor
movement, organize meant you were oo,
We've gOt faculty unions who have been bargaining
for years, but are not, in fact,' organized.

I'want Ito talk about organizing rather than just
collective Bargaining. Faculties organize for a vari-
ety of reasons. Sonfe' of these reasons one bargain-
able. Others are 'not. One of, the reasons that
faculties organize is to rid themselves of a tyrant
president. Now this clearly is not a bargainable
issue, but they do it. kook -at the Chronicle of
Higher Education over the last foUr years and
compare *we places looking for new presidents
with thos where there is collective bargaining
activity. There's a tremendous correlation. While
such 'groups may accomplish their purpose, this
motivation rarely produCes a strongunion.

Another poor, reason ito organize is over a
faculty member Who is being fired. This is not even
a good issue to barge over. One of the good
reasons that faculties organize is to procure some
le latiie influence. They want the voice of the

culty to be heard in the state house, not just the
voice of the college president or the board. They
Want a faculty vqice. They do want to bargain over
What they see as tbeir legitimate role in university
governance, which they feel, rightly or wrongly, is
being eroded. The primary motivation is not money.
That's clear. They are pretty well paid by relative
standards. It turns out that this was never a' real
issue, not even in industry. Salaried workers never
organized over salary. The degree to which faculty

"I_ in only nine years, 25 per-
cent.of college professors, are
Oganized.7

are organizing does not- show up on the charts in
the Chronicle of Higher Education'in the number of
bargaining agents. I talk about 500 campuses,

.bargaining-25 percent of the faculty. You should
know, that even here in the South where you don't
have any bargaining going on except in Florida,
thereka lot of organizing going on.

I'll give you some numbers. We had 1,200
members, dues-paying' AFT,members, in the Uni-
vesity of Florida syster before there was ever a
bargaining law. That a high drgred of organ-
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, ization in:the absence of collective bargaining We
halm a group called the -United Professors of
California numbering 5,000 members .in. a state
university system, of around 12,000 or 13,000 faculty.
That's a high. degree .of clrgenization, 'especially
with -no bargaining going on. We also have 500
members at the _University of Illinois, Champaign-
Ugiona, a very prestigious campus and one of the

.

"How univer1ties are run Is
the major reason...college fa-
tculties are organizing."

elite of the' Big Ten. And the 500 members are
almost all associate and full p fessors. There is
hapdty a campus in the country ,here the raculty
isn't interested in organizing. The problem with the
word "Collective bargaining' is haw you define the
word " bargaining. -It may not be "bargaining" in
the setar of being protected by The National Labor
RelationsAct, but it iS bargaining nevertbefess.

On the campuses, in a =Very generaloanse, the'
faculty senate engagesDr its copMittees engage
in a limited' form of Bargaining! On any campus,
you could view the faculty senate 49.,a1 form of
faculty, organization. There's faculty abociatiti on
most campuses and that a degree of organization,
but that doesn't mean -they, are not organized pr
organizing:

One of the problems- is this Nhole area of
professionalism and how it relates'. to draft- and
guild-type unions and holy this ftitc;into'tha uni-
versity scene. It turns nut that collective action by
college and university falkultiesgentlt ah : new
and goes back to the Xildttle Ages... The Eu as :an
universities were, in fact, simply guilds aster
professors. That was a unionetructure and it was
collective action and it Wel, the way they exercised
their professionalism. I sometimes think that this jet,
essentially what c,ellege faculty in this country are
seeking through unionization, and collective bar-
gaining is an attempt to get back to a 'type of guild
structure.

With respect to the South and particular ,

conference, chances are 00im that There will be
collective bargaining , tducational JegislatiOn in the
South for years outside oilFlorida. But the facts are

4 the faculties are organizing. We have chartered
' some large locals in 'North Carolina, Tennessee,
and Texas over the past three years. They are not
bargaining and probably won't for some time be-
Cease thery really don't want to. In the private
sectomelimplties. could bargain ^nowif they wanted
to, but they don't. I _don't know of any private
institutions in the South:that.are bargaining, and
there is no indication at all that the public ones
would lf they ciad a law."But this.doesirt mean they
are not organizing and setting their agendas. the

4.7

basic question/is: Why are they doing it? This
question is receiving a lot of attention but not many
good answers. My own theory is they organized for
about the same reasons any other group of employ-
eesaver organized.

I uncovered a book last summer entitled The
Dynamics of Industrial Democracy written by
Clinton Golden and Harold ituttenberg about 1942
which described the efforts of the Steelworkers'
Organizing Committee to organize the steel indttstry
in the country in the '30s. Steelworkers joined the
unions in the '30s essentially fOr three reasons.
They had certain basic needs that had to be .
satisfied. One was economic, althotigh that was not
the primacy reason. .Another was to satisfy certain
psychological needs, and the third was to satisfy
social nee& I'll get to the social needs lastI think
that reason applies most to the campuses. The
psychological need that the authors felt caused the
steelwIrkers te organize As described as f011ows.
They said that deep in the heart of every worker is
the secret ,deeire to telltale boss "to go to hell." The
way the 'workers tradfflronally had satisfied this
need was to walk into the boss's office and ray,
"Hey, I've got another job and you,can go to hell!"
But in'othe steel industry in the '30s there just
weren't any places-to go. There is 'a strong analogy
between this and the preselit situation in academe.
It is4lifficult to find a job.- Some of the very brightest
new Ph.D.'s are drifting' around from one small
college to another, from one mediocre place, to
another, on a two-year contract,hhre, a three-year

. scoatract thee. We have lost some of our brightest
mgefiarspeople who would have .had jobs at

major universities Out don't because people who
have them.1e not giving them up.
`;,Golden also noted that one of the reasons

. steelworkers organized is they wanted to have
something to say about the way the plant was,run.
This translates into gOvernance. How universities
are run is the major reason, in my opinion, why
college faculties are organizing. I could draw from
Illy own personal experience at the University, of
Delaware, a good, essentially private_ publicly ,
assistechmiversity. It was a wealthy school, had a
'good program, and I 1rd a good lob there. I was
angr'Y Most of the nine years I was there but I was
'never angry on payday. I was angry the way the
elite administrative ecbelon was running the place
and I knew that after seven or eight years the
university had vine downhill. It wasn't my fault
and 4- wasn't my department's fault. We were

ldoingAgood.job. What bothered most of us was the
generT feeling 'that we didn't have enough to say
about the things, that counted.' We established a

dwfat ul senate but it was it hopeless failure. Wi
th e decided, that instead a faculty senate,
it be university son e. As a :r4ult,
administrators joined the senate a consequently
came whet:Miley wanted to, voted a group, and
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effectivey' blocked any corrective action that the
faculty wanted to initiate through this body. As

ti might be expected, the faculty organized for col-
lective bargaining the following year and they
bargain yet at Delaware.

One of the problems 1.4e 'encounter in talking
-about collective bargaining is the vocabulary and
we are all guilty of it. We have adopted the
vocabulary of industrial sector bargaining. I know
as a faculty member I was offended the first time
that a college president referred to me as an

"College faculties are essenr
tially organizing themselves...
it is fundafiltntally a conserva-
tive force on the campuses."4,

employee. And it's only very recently that you can
talk about college management instead of college
administration. We talk about grievance, arbi-
tration, the word "bargaining;" all these words
have precise meanings to people with experience in

% industry but they are foreign to the academy and
conjure up all the fears and phobias you can
possibly imaginenot just among administrators

'4 but faculties themselves.° With a different vocab-
ulary we might be able to analyze faculty collective
bargaining more rationally. While the vocabulary is
the same as in .industrial bargaining, the process
and the results of faculty collective bargaining are
totally different for some very fundamental reasons.
First of all, there is a legitimate faculty management
role. The% is really no management function for an
employ the automobile industry. Faculty have
enjoyed e management prerogatives and are
going to continue to enjoy them even though they
are bargaining. The process is fairly adaptable to
this. Thermis also faculty-management interchange.
Faculty move into administrative positions and then
back into faculty positions.. This means you have
managers moving in and out of bargaining units
which in turn leads to different process results.
Also, there is the fundamental recognition by legis-
lators, faculty and the administration that faculty
should in fact have its own role in governing the
institution. All these things contribute to the fact
that faculty collective bargaining or academic col-
lective bargaining is clifferent_than industrial bar-
gaining. In my opinion, Don Walker, president of

utheastern Massattsusetts State University, has
oined The _proper jargon for faculty collective

bargaining -contracts. He says they are consti-
tutions. What you do is sit down with the faculty
union and write a .constitution for the ilititution, a
set of governing regulations.
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Amonsg some Other thoughts I wanted to share
with you is the fait that academic collective

jbargaining usually is not very adversarial. Thete
are some exceptions, theie is no question about
that. There have been some strikes. But it's not
usually that way 'and it need not be. One of:thev
reasons it is not usually adversarial is that in 90
percent of the issues that are "bargained," faculty
and management want the same thing. I don't think
there is a college president in the country, I'm sure
there isn't, who, wouldn't like to see Cculty be a
little better paid, have a little better e benefits.
I dbn't think there is a college president in the
country who wouldn't like flit, faculty to have
smaller classes and reduced teaching loads. Like-
wise, very 4w of them would say that tenure isn't a
good thing Tor the institution, and none would deny
that academic freedom is an essential ingredient0jn
a good university. Yet, these are the things that
wind up in a contract. So you are bargaiing over
issues with which, for the most part; both parties
are in fundamental agreement in principle.

There are, of course, good .relationships and
bad relationships. nitre id an old adage in the
labor movement that management' gets the kind' of
labor relations it deserves and this is true in the
university. There are some very pleasant, good
working relationships and there are some bitter,
ugly ones., Essentially, academic 'collective bar-
gaining is simply a formalization and a codification
of existing practices and policies.

Additionally, there are some specific advantages
for legislators in faculty bargaining and I'll mention
just two.. One is that for the first time in many
institutions isr many states it brings about insti-
tutional accountability of public Monies. In all. too
many so-called public institutions, there is far too
little accountability for the university's budget. At
Delaware it went this way. The University got

"They want the voice of the
faculty to be heard in the state
house ..." !

onp-third.of HS operation funds from the state but
there wasn't a line item 'in it. Although the question
was constantly raised, the state of Delaware does
not even know how much Money. the:president of
the University of Delaware makes. Now that's
absurd in a public institution. The' second .advan-
tage is that faculty. bargaining does bring about
faculty input into legislative dboision-makins about
higher education in.. the state: I think you . as
legislators want this; I would hope you would.

t
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eSelected Excerp4 froft the Discdssion Period
to on Collective Bargaining

On Strikes ...

Dr. Nielsen, _
We organize in some of 'the most rotten universities
you can find. There are places that are run very
badly. The faculty organize on those cempuses
where they perceive they have some real problems.
In the final analysis, management gAs the type of
labor relationships it deserves. With respect to the
strike, we talked ealer: in some places faculties
are not playing at unionism, they don't play at it in
the city colleges of Chicago. Our president there
spent 30 days in jail once:and eight days another
time. It's a very deadly serious business and that's a
gemiine faculty union there, We have a very strong
internal education program, to teach .faculty mem-
bers what they're. getting involved in and how it
should work. We teach- them what collective bar-
gaining can do for them, and What it can't do.

Dr. Silber
I think that a university ought to be prepared to.
take a strike: that's %eh: . ou find out whether the
faculty are really pr
gaining: A UAW f

'have saved up mo
doesn't even

for collective' bar-
y h a strike kitty. They

ey for i .c The faculty member
bout being out on strike. And 30

days after he's put on strike. when he finds out that
he has been replaced by some other professor only
26 years or 29 years'of age, and when he
that 31 days have *passed and that the rant sn't

'been paid or the mortgage hasn'elean paid. a that
time his wife is going to say. "Take off your blue
shirt and stop singing 'Joe Hill' and go back to
work." Faculty members are playing at being union
men. That is why, I say the debate should take place
before the rank and:file of the CIO and the AFL,
because those guys play for keeps. The faculty are
playing parlor games and the best way of giving
them en "Aha" Erlebnisthat is Gorman for finding
out whet the hell things are really likeis simply to
have some institution take' a strike and see what
happens.

On Binding Arbitration .

.Dr. Nielsen
There are tt types of binding arbitrationarbi-
tration of anCe under a collective bargaining
agreement add arbitration of impasse issues. Every

46

union I know of wants third-partrairbitrationoif
grievances. However, these same unions are
posed to binding arbitration of impasse, and you will
find that most management is also opposed to this
type of arbitration. The reason that we're opposed
to binding arbitration of impasseic in negotiating
process is that essentially both_ the management and
the union give up control over the process'.

Dr. Silber `

The trouble with an arbitrator is that the "tremble"
factor affects him only at one point: He wants to be
sure to make a decision in such a way that he will be
invited back again by both sides to arbitrate. As a
result there is an abdication of a thoroughly
objective assessment of the issues and far tpo much
pettifogging designed to reach a solution that gives
each party something whether it is reasonable or
not. Now if the rights and wrongs are evenly
divided, arbitration is beautiful. If they are one-
sided. arbitration, is a digester. In such cases.
arbitration is merely way of institutionalizing
injustice. If you are going to haze arbitration, it
ought to be done by a s cially appointed ad hoc
legislative committee nd have nothing to do with
the typical arbitr r who makes his living by that
kind of arbitration and therefore hopes to be called
gain.

On Collective Bargaining Legislation .. .

Dr: Nielsen
You don't get collective bargaining laws passed by
accident. Collective bargaining, laWs are passed in
states where it's so painful not to have them that it's
in everybody's interest to go ahead and do it. I think
you are asking for trotible if you pass a collective
bargaining law and exclude college faculty seg-
regating them out as something different than other
public employees, even though they're in fact
slightly different. I don't anticipate a '.rash of
collective bargaining laws being passed in the South
for some time. I would anticipate more organized
effortpolitical coalitions are being put together.of
interest groups supporting higher education: There's
a lot of activity and a lot of things that faculty can dd
without going to the bargaining table. And often
times that's all they want.
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penator Sam W. Doles, Jr.
Rome

Representative Arthur M. Gignilliat
Savannah

Representative Nathan G. Knight
Newnan

Represpntative E. Roy Lambert
Madison Nik
Representative Hugh Logan
Athens
Senator Terrell Starr-

:Forest Park

Senator Jimmy Hodge Timmons
Blakely

Kentucky

Senator Nelson Robert Allen
Rthisell

Senator David K. Karem
Louisville

.--sentative Jody Richards
Bowling'

et,
Louisiana

Representative J. Kennethkeithman
Gretna

-,.

Representative JimmyD. Long
Natchitoches

Senator Donald W. WiLlison
Vivian

Maryland
Senator Clarence W. Blount
Baltimore

Senator Arthur Dorn*
Beltsville

Delegate Marilyn Goldwater
Betheeda

' Delegate Robert R. Neall
Davidsonville -
Delegate I. Hugh Nichols
Columbia

Delegate Frank B. Pesci, Sr.
New Carrollton

Delegate Frank C, Robey, Jr.
Baltimore
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Mississippi
Representative W)ilter Brown \
Natchez
Representative Charles W. Capps, Jr.
Cleveland
Senator Glen S. Deweese
Meridian
Representatividi Jackson Gordon, Jt.
Oko lona

Representative LonnioC.Eirlton Johnson
Jackson .

.,
Senator Charles Ray Nix
Batesville
Representative George W. Rogers, Jr.
Vicksburg .

Senator Sanford R. 4teckler
Biloxi

Senator Jack N. Tucker
Tunica.

Meth Carolina
Representative T. Clyde Adman
West End

Representative A. Hartwell Campbell
Wilson

Senator Melvin R. Daniels, Jr.
Elizabeth City

Senator Helen R. Marvin
Gastonia
Senator Katherine FL Sebo
Qreensboro
Speaker Carl J. Stewart, Jr.*
Gastonia

South Carolina
Senator Harry A. Chapman, Jr.
Greenville

Representative Lois M. Eargle
Conway

Senator Nikki G. Setzler
West Columbia

Representative Edward W. Simpson. Jr.
Clemson'

Senator Harris P. Smith
Easley
Representative Nick A. Theodore
Greenville

Representative McKinley Washington, Jr.
Edisto Island

Tennessee
Representative John T. Briigg
Murfreesboro
Senator Leonard C. DunaviOttlgt
Millington

Representative Emmitt H. Ford
Memphis

Sjsnator Halbert Harvilt
Clarksville
Representative Alvin M: King
Memphis
Senator Vernon Neal
Cookeville

Senator Anna Belle O'Brien
Crossville

Representative Clarence B. Robinson
Chattanooga
Representative, Paul M. Starnes
Chattanooga

Twin ,

(Legislature in special session)
Senator W. E. Spelsont
Midland

Virginia
Delegate Ray L. Garland
Roanoke

Senator Frederick T. Gray
Chester
Senator Paul W. Manna
Bowling Green

Senator Nithan H. Miller
Bridgewater
Delegate William, P. Robinson, Sr.
Norfolk

Delegate Eleanor P. Sheppard
Richmond

Senator Edward E. Willey
Richmond

West Virginia
Delegate Frank Blackwell
Mullens
Delegate Carrol E. Bumgorner
Oak Hill

Senator William L. Gilligan
Sistersville
Delegate Robert D. Harman
Keyser
Senator Samuel N. Kusic
Weirton
Delegate Clarence E. Martin
Martinsburg
Delegate Carolyn M. Snyder
Charles Town

"Vice-Chairman, SREB Legislative Advisory Council,
tChairman, SREB Legislative Advisory Council
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01b Participants
Kenneth H. Ashworth
Commissioner
Coordinating Board
Texas College and University System
Austin, Texas
Hal Blom
Executive Assistant to Speaker of the House
Montgomery, Alabama
Carolyn E. Frederick
Greenville, South Carolina
John E Gray .
Beaumont, Texas
L Roger Kirk, Jr.
Assistant for Education and Manpower
Office of the Governor
Columbia, South Carolina
Lucille Maurer
State Delegate
Silver Spring, Maryland
John D. Millett
Senior Vice President
Academy for Educational Development
Washington, D.C.

Frank Newman
President
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island

Robert Nielsen
`Director
Colleges and Universities Department
American Federation of Teachers
Washington, D.C.

AV

Frank A. Schmidtlein
Director of Planning and Evaluation
Maryland State Board for Higher Education
Annapolis, Maryland
Anne Seawall
Director
Office of Career Planning and Placement
University of Georgia
Athens: Georgia
John Silber
President
floston University
Boston, Massachusetts

, C. C. Torbert, Jr.
Chief Justice
Supreme awl of Alabama
Montgomery, Alabama
Ralph D. Turlington
Commissioner of Education
Tallahassee, Florida

rrr"

SREB Staff

Winfred L. Godwin. PresicInt
. Eva C. Galambos, Research Associate

Jean Johnson Administrative Associate
James Irt.fmgle, Research Associate
Mark D. Musick, State Services Officer
E. F. Schietinger, Director of Research
Bruce C. Schultz, Information Officer
David S. 4pence, Research Associate
Joyce Tallman, Secretary
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